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ABSTRACT
Flipping the Classroom in College Algebra: A Design and Development Study
Lori Ogden

This dissertation documents the development of a flipped classroom teaching model for teaching
college algebra. The model supports the use of multiple teaching strategies including video
lectures for students to view as homework, outside of class. A design and development
framework is used to describe the design decisions, model implementation, and evaluation of the
model across three deliveries, or case studies, of a college algebra course from fall of 2012
through fall of 2013. Design decisions included course sequence and instructional materials.
Model implementation described the teaching and assessment strategies throughout each unit of
material taught in the course and students’ perceptions of the instruction throughout the course.
The model was evaluated by assessing its effectiveness and appeal. Effectiveness of the teaching
model was evaluated by reporting class averages on unit exams, the final exam and the DFW rate
(the percentage of students withdrawing or earning grades of a “D” or “F” in a course). Appeal
of the teaching model was evaluated by analyzing student perceptions of their learning, of the
instructor, and of the instruction of the course. The model's development was summarized in
terms of changes in design decisions, model implementation, and model evaluation over the
three cases. Three categories of conclusions address recommended procedures for model use,
conditions that promote successful model use and lessons learned from the design and
development study. Limitations of the research, the significance of the research for the teaching
of college algebra and suggestions for further research are discussed.
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FLIPPING THE CLASSROOM IN COLLEGE ALGEBRA

Chapter 1: Introduction
I have taught college algebra many times over the last 17 years and often I have wished
that I had more time with students so that I could answer more of their questions and work more
problems with them in class. Even though I have wondered how much students learn from my
lecturing during face-to-face class time, I have felt that the presentation of material and the
modeling of how to solve problems were integral pieces of teaching algebra. So, when I heard
about a teaching strategy called flipping the classroom, I became intrigued and decided to design
a flipped classroom approach to teaching college algebra. A flipped classroom approach uses
video to bring engaging activities into the classroom without losing the necessary lecture
component of the course. Students are able to watch video lectures at home at a time that is
convenient for them and work on problems in class when the instructor is present to help them.
The flipped classroom approach can help instructors provide their students with a solid
knowledge base through at-home instruction and an opportunity to apply that knowledge in
engaging classroom activities.
During the spring of 2012, I approached the faculty coordinator of college algebra (Math
126A) at West Virginia University about implementing a flipped classroom teaching approach in
the section of the course that I was scheduled to teach during the Fall 2012 semester. The Math
126A course coordinator was supportive of the initiative but expressed concern with respect to
the nature of a department coordinated course. The coordinator decided that the major
components of the course should be the same for all sections of the course. Any grades that were
to be collected specific to video lectures and accompanying assignments could only be reflected
in the course component of student participation (100/1000 points). All students in all sections
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of the course were to use the same online homework assignments, interactive computer
laboratories and exams.
As all components of the course were to remain intact, my challenge was to design a
flipped classroom teaching approach that incorporated both video lectures and online homework
assignments. Traditionally, a classroom flip involves lectures, which are assigned for students to
view at home. Homework assignments are assigned and completed during class time. Since the
required online homework assignments could not be completed in class (because the class does
not meet in a computer laboratory), the design had to be modified to use both video lectures and
online homework while still affording students face-to-face class time for non-traditional
learning activities.
I began using a modified flipped classroom approach in college algebra during the Fall
2012 semester and continued to use it during the Spring 2013 and Fall 2013 semesters. I adopted
the design and development cycle (Richey & Klein, 2007) as a research framework to study the
flipped teaching approach as it developed over three semesters of teaching college algebra.
Preliminary results from analysis of the first two cases indicated that the flipped
classroom model enabled students to take control of the learning process (Ogden, Pyzdrowski, &
Shambaugh, 2014). Students perceived the flipped classroom model as student-centered. They
felt that having the freedom to ask questions helped them learn because face-to-face class time
was devoted to satisfying their needs. One student said, “It [face-to-face time] was dedicated to
what you didn’t know, so you learned, it wasn’t a teacher just teaching everything and saying
they think you know something you don’t, you have time to ask about what you don’t know”
(Ogden, Pyzdrowski, & Shambaugh, 2014). Garrison (2010) encouraged teachers to design
instruction that elicits a student’s need to further his understanding and deepen his knowledge.
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The flipped classroom teaching model can be used to elicit this need by providing students’ an
opportunity to engage in the learning process and the freedom to ask for help.
Research Objectives
The objective of this design and development research project was to describe the design
and development of a flipped classroom teaching model in terms of the design decisions, model
implementation, and model evaluation across three iterations of a college algebra course. The
following research question guided this study: How did the Flipped Classroom Teaching Model
develop over three semesters of teaching college algebra?
This question is answered by documenting course development across design decisions,
implementation, and evaluation phases over multiple deliveries of the course. Design decisions
and implementation will be addressed by the following sub-questions:
1. What were the design decisions for each delivery of the course?
2.

How were the design decisions implemented?

Evaluation of the teaching model was organized using a summative program evaluation
framework to describe the effectiveness and appeal of the model. “Determining effectiveness
requires asking questions about whether the design accomplishes what it sets out to do.”
(Shambaugh & Magliaro, 1997, p. 228). Determining a programs’ appeal requires asking
questions about the learners’ perceptions with respect to the design and its impact on their
learning (Shambaugh & Magliaro, 1997). Evaluation of the teaching model was addressed by
the following sub-questions.
3. Effectiveness: How did class performance change across three iterations of a
college algebra course?
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4. Appeal: How did students perceive the instruction of the course and their learning
in the course?
Description of Chapters
In Chapter 2, I describe the theoretical perspective that explains my view on learning and
teaching mathematics. In addition, I identify motivation as a component of student learning and
teaching strategies used to target those factors. Finally, I describe reform efforts within West
Virginia University’s Department of Mathematics and explain how design and development
research can be used to study the flipped classroom teaching model over time. In Chapter 3, I
describe the methodology used to analyze the development of the instructional approach,
including a brief description of the instructional approach under study, data sources and
collection procedures, analysis methods for each of the three cases, and the limitations of
methodology and method.
In Chapter 4, I report the findings of how the flipped classroom teaching model
developed over three deliveries of the course. Each delivery was treated as a case study. For each
case, data were analyzed in terms of design decisions, implementation of instruction, and
evaluation of the model in terms of student perceptions of their learning throughout each delivery
of the course and student learning on tasks regarding polynomial functions. The three cases were
connected by a cross-case analysis summarizing the changes in design, implementation, and
evaluation over time. In Chapter 5, I discuss the conclusions drawn from this study, including
recommended procedures for model use and conditions that promote successful model use. In
addition, Chapter 5 discusses limitations of the research and the significance of the research for
the teaching of college algebra. Finally, suggestions for further research are described.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
High failure rates in entry level mathematics courses continue to be problematic across
college campuses in the United States and many researchers have identified a link between the
way a student thinks and feels about mathematics and student achievement in mathematics
courses. In this chapter I first describe the theoretical perspective informing my stance on
learning and teaching mathematics and motivation as a component of student learning in entry
level mathematics courses. Next, I summarize the literature on teaching strategies used to
combat low self-efficacy and motivation and how technology has been incorporated into
mathematics instruction. I review reform efforts within West Virginia University’s Department
of Mathematics and introduce a teaching strategy known as the flipped classroom. Finally, I
discuss the use of design and development research as one way to study one’s teaching over
time.
Theoretical Perspective
The premise of my theoretical perspective is the coordination of multiple learning
theories. Cobb (2007) advocated the use of multiple theoretical perspectives when he suggested
that “we act as bricoleurs by adapting ideas from a range of theoretical sources” (p. 29). A
bricoleur is a handyman who invents pragmatic solutions in practical situations. Cobb (2007)
borrowed the term from Gravemeijer (1994) who referred to instructional design as a bricologe.
Gravemeijer (1994) further stated that “The bricoleur’s tools and materials are very
heterogeneous: Some remain from earlier jobs, others have been collected with a certain project
in mind” (p. 447). The nature of design and development research involves developing, testing,
and revising designs. This type of research would be limited if confined to one theoretical
perspective on learning, so it is sensible to consider multiple perspectives as ideas that can be
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adapted for the purpose of mathematics education design research (Cobb & Bowers, 1999; Cobb
& Yackel, 1996; Cobb et.al., 2011). In the following paragraphs, I discuss psychological aspects
of learning as they pertain to the individual learner, sociocultural aspects of learning with respect
to the learning environment, and how the reflexive relationship between these theories form the
theoretical perspective that informs this study (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Theoretical perspective
Psychological: The individual learner. Students enter classrooms with different
knowledge bases which include truths and misconceptions stemming from their previous
experiences both inside and outside of school. Teachers are challenged with helping students
restructure and build on their existing knowledge base or construct new knowledge (Brown,
Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Piaget, 1977; von Glasersfeld 1990). Piagetian theory describes
learning as an adaptive function and refers to the individual’s construction of knowledge as an
effort to reconcile the world around him (Piaget, 1977). For Piaget, learning occurs when the
learner’s expectations are not met and he is left to reorganize his ideas to resolve conflict. Like
Piaget, Bruner (1990) saw learning as a constructive process and suggested that teachers design
instruction that promotes student thinking through activity and discovery such as constructing,
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exploring, and categorizing information. Both Noddings (1990) and von Glasersfeld (1990)
described the construction of knowledge as being post-epistemological in that the learner’s
construction is not absolute truth but a working hypothesis that may or may not be true. The
capacity of students to reflect on and evaluate the quality of their constructions is an essential
component of the iterative process of individual knowledge construction (Confrey, 1990).
Sociocultural: The learning environment. Vygotsky’s (1960) general genetic law of
cultural development states: “Any higher mental function was external and social before it was
internal. It was once a social relationship between two people” (Vygotsky, 1987, p. 21).
Sociocultural learning theorists see learning as a process of acculturation or the result of being
initiated into the ideas and practices of a community (Cunningham & Duffy, 1996). Vygotsky
believed that cognition is socially and culturally situated and that one constructs knowledge
based on social interactions with more knowledgeable peers (Vygotsky, 1978). Ernest (1996)
added that an individual’s knowledge construction is socially situated and that truth is
determined by the society or culture with which he resides.
Student learning and development is the result of a student’s perception and interaction
with the environment (Bronfenbrenner, 1979). Although Piaget acknowledged social
interactions and the environment as an important part of cognitive development, Bronfenbrenner
extended the concept of environment beyond the immediate context with which a student
interacts such as the classroom or home. He extended the concept of environment to the
interplay between immediate environments and furthermore to the societal and cultural
influences on these environments. Learning is an individual process but cognition can be
distributed from the individual into the immediate environment (Pea, 1993). According to Cobb
(2007) this perspective emerged in an effort to better consider the immediate learning
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environment and how changing the learning environment can influence learning. Thus by
accepting the classroom learning environment as a micro-culture, and defining normative
classroom practices as constituted by interactions between the teacher and her students and not
established by the discipline of mathematics prior to and independent of the teacher and students,
classroom practice is seen as an emergent phenomenon.
The coordination of perspectives. “The relevant criterion when assessing the value of a
theoretical construct is whether it enables us to be more effective in supporting students’
mathematical learning” (Cobb et al., 2011, p. 118). Typically, theory informs practice, however;
when engaged in design and development research or an iterative cycle of design,
implementation, and evaluation (Richey & Klein, 2007) the relationship between theory and
practice is reflexive (Cobb, 2007; Cobb, McClain & Gravemeijer, 2011). For example, when the
researcher is analyzing student learning, she is looking at how individual students are
constructing knowledge, but when she is designing and implementing instruction, she is focused
on developing classroom practices that will impact student learning.
Thus, the theoretical perspective informing this study is the coordination of psychological
and sociocultural perspectives in a reflexive manner to support students’ mathematical learning.
This perspective blends psychological and sociocultural theories as it treats learning as an
individual process but views the learning environment as micro-culture with emerging social
practices rather than fixed practices that one must acculturate into (Cobb, 2007). Teaching
decisions and learning activities should foster student learning, student learning should be
assessed, and data collected during assessment should inform instructional re-design efforts.
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Motivation and Student Learning
According to Harver (2007), 650,000 to 750,000 students enroll in college algebra
nationally each year, however; fewer than 10% of these students intend to pursue careers in
STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) fields. In fact, Dunbar (2006)
stated that fewer than nine percent of students will enroll in first semester calculus after
completing college algebra. Many majors require students pass college algebra and others
require trigonometry and/or calculus in addition to college algebra, see Appendix A for a list of
math courses required with respect to student’s majors at WVU. Most students have to take
college algebra and many students need additional mathematics courses such as trigonometry
and calculus, which explains why college algebra is referred to as a “gateway course,” or one
that students must pass before they are allowed to enroll in other courses and can often deter
students from STEM related majors.
The percentage of students withdrawing or earning grades of a “D” or “F” in college
algebra courses nationally is more than 45% (Harver, 2007). One explanation from Harver
(2007) is that most college algebra classes focus exclusively on algebraic manipulation skills and
spend little time if any on applying these skills outside the classroom. Other researchers have
identified factors that may contribute to high failure rates in entry level undergraduate
mathematics courses, including a student’s background knowledge, self-efficacy, perception of
the usefulness of mathematics, and motivation (Cardetti & McKenna, 2011; Hall & Ponton,
2005; Thomas & Higbee, 1999; Walter & Hart, 2009). While post-secondary teachers must
teach mathematics to build upon their students existing knowledge, they must also convince
students that mathematics is useful and that their learning is possible and worth their time and
effort.
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Many researchers report that students in entry level mathematics courses suffer from
math anxiety and low self-efficacy, which influences students’ motivation with respect to
learning mathematics (Anderman et al., 2001; Hall & Ponton, 2005; Thomas & Higbee, 1999).
As stated earlier, the learning perspective informing this study is the coordination of
psychological and sociocultural theories. Student motivation is incorporated into this perspective
as a component of student learning. Motivation is intrinsic to the student but can be influenced
by the learning environment (see Figure 2). Next, I will discuss motivation theories with respect
to the individual learner and how changes in the learning environment can impact a student’s
motivation to learn.

Figure 2. Theoretical perspective including motivation
Motivation and the individual learner. Expectancy-value theory sheds light on why
students choose, persist, and perform specific achievement tasks. Students associate value with
specific tasks that hold different meanings for different students (Eccles et al., 1983). For
example, attainment value describes the value a student places on a subject or task with respect
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to his own self-concept. If a student believes that his ideal self is good at mathematics, he will
be more motivated to learn in mathematics class. Cost refers to the negative aspects students
associate with their engagement in specific tasks. Often students avoid tasks because they have
decided that their effort will be better served somewhere else (Eccles et al., 1983). Students
avoid tasks that they feel incapable of completing and seek tasks they believe they can
successfully complete (Eccles et al., 1983, Bandura, 1997; Stipek, 1998).
Bandura (1997) defined self-efficacy as the personal belief in one’s ability to be
successful at particular tasks or to achieve particular goals. He further suggested that individuals
relate their self-efficacy to past experiences. If a student had negative experiences in
mathematics courses in high school, he would feel as though these negative experiences will
continue in college mathematics courses. Hall and Ponton (2005) supported this notion by
reporting findings from their study where they surveyed 185 freshman college students taking
either calculus 1 or intermediate algebra. The survey results indicated that when a student
related positive outcomes in their mathematics course to their personal capability and exerted
effort, their mathematics self-efficacy increased. The way a student perceives his ability impacts
the decisions he makes regarding tasks that he will attempt.
Motivation and the learning environment. In order to combat low motivation, goal
orientation theorists advocate interventions that design classroom learning environments such
that achievement is defined as mastery oriented rather than performance oriented (Ames &
Archer, 1988). For example, a goal oriented approach to learning focuses achievement on
mastering a task, the learning process, and self-improvement, whereas a performance oriented
approach to learning emphasizes normative standards or getting the highest grades. Ames and
Archer (1988) found that when a mastery goal oriented approach was perceived by students,
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students reported using more learning strategies, enjoying their class, and having willingness to
tackle challenging problems.
Mastery-goal setting can provide an environment where potentially less motivated
students feel safe. A student who feels as though they are in a nurturing environment, one that is
focused on the learning process rather than earning high grades and out-performing other
students, is more apt to engage in classroom activities, attempt a challenging problems, or
answer a thought-provoking question. Performance-oriented instructional strategies breed
competition, that is; pair students against each other by publically praising those who have the
highest grade or who did the best on a project (Ames 1992; Ames & Archer 1988). Furthermore,
performance-oriented instruction can discourage students with low motivation by tapping into
student feelings regarding their lack of ability and/or fear of being wrong (Aderman et al., 2001).
Expectancy value must be considered when teachers are attempting to influence
motivation. Expectancy-value theory explains that students either choose to perform or choose
to avoid a specific task based on the value or cost they have associated with it (Eccles et al.,
1983). Ponton, Edmister, Ukeiley, and Seiner (2001) revealed a student’s thoughts regarding a
differential equations mathematics course in his undergraduate engineering program. The
student described how the class had been traditionally taught. The instructor lectured during the
entire class with little to no interaction with the students, but the instruction changed after the
instructor realized that the majority of students were engineering majors. The instructor (who
had an undergraduate engineering degree) then geared many of the applications toward
engineering. According to this student, the class began to participate because they found utility
value in the concepts being taught. If a student does not value mathematics, that is if he does not
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find it enjoyable, useful, or reflective of who he is, he may choose to put his time and energy into
a class on which he places higher value.
Student motivation is complex. Cardetti and McKenna (2011) analyzed student journals
in an effort to more clearly understand what motivates college students to learn mathematics, and
concluded that student motivation could be broken down into several themes including intrinsic
satisfaction, bribery, competition, fear, learning from sharing, and approval from peers. In an
effort to accommodate the variety of influences on student motivation, the researchers advocated
the importance of pedagogical decisions such as; the selection of problems that are challenging
yet workable (Bandura, 1997; Hall & Ponton, 2005), the avoidance of routine skill and drill type
of exercises (Ames & Archer, 1988; Wigfield & Eccles, 1992) and the encouragement of
cooperative learning (NCTM, 2000; Thomas & Higbee, 1999; Walter & Hart, 2009).
A Conceptual Framework
The aforementioned literature suggests that an instructor’s pedagogical decisions can
impact a student’s motivation to learn (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Conceptual framework.
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The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM, 2000) associated effective
teachers of mathematics with a strong commitment to their students as learners of mathematics
and their capability of using a variety of pedagogical and assessment strategies. NCTM (2000)
further acknowledged that “students will be served well by school mathematics programs that
enhance their natural desire to understand” (p. 21). Walter and Hart (2009) built upon this idea
by interpreting students “natural desires to understand” as student motivation to learn. They
conducted a teaching experiment where students were invited to work together on tasks that were
carefully designed to elicit a mathematical need and found that although student motivation is
complex, a conceptually-driven classroom encourages the emergence of mathematical necessity
(Wigfield & Eccles, 1992), which in turn elicits a student’s intellectual passion and motivates the
student to learn.
In an effort to combat low self-efficacy, self-regulative and meta-cognitive strategies are
encouraged. Self-regulated learners view learning as a process that they can control. Selfregulated learners take responsibility for what they know and have the strategy skills to learn
what they do not know (Zimmerman, 1990). An integrated instructional approach can engage
students, elicit their natural desire to learn, and reinforce the notion that their learning is possible.
Anderman, Eccles, Yoon, Roeser, Wigfield, and Blumenfeld (2001) analyzed surveys from over
500 third, fourth, and sixth grades students and found that the use of mastery-oriented
instructional strategies did not significantly impact a student’s level of value toward subject
matter (specifically reading and math), however; performance-oriented instructional practices
negatively impacted the level of value a student placed on subject matter. Ames and Archer
(1988) argued that simply teaching learning strategies in not enough to evoke long term use of
learning strategies but when mastery goals are set for students, they report intuitively using
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learning strategies and more importantly believing that their success academically is related to
their effort, thus; suggesting a mastery goal oriented classroom setting impacts a student’s selfefficacy and ultimately their level of motivation.
Although using instructional strategies that mediate the effects of low self-efficacy and
low motivation in students is always good practice, correctly identifying the levels of students’
self-efficacy and motivation can be challenging. After surveying 777 community college
mathematics students and interviewing 15 mathematics instructors, Mesa (2012) reported a
disconnect between how instructors perceived students’ self-efficacy and motivation toward
mathematics and how students actually felt with respect to learning mathematics. Transcripts
from instructor interviews revealed that instructors perceived their students as having low
motivation and self-efficacy, however; results from student surveys revealed that students
reported feeling good about their ability to be successful in the class. One possible explanation
for this discrepancy offered by Mesa (2012) was that the traditional nature of the courses studied
provided few opportunities for students to discuss their thoughts and feelings about mathematics
with the instructors in class. An important aspect of any teaching strategy should be to regularly
and formally talking to students about their thoughts and feelings with respect to the course.
Since the literature has suggested a link between student self-efficacy and student achievement in
mathematics, instructors must correctly identify how students perceive the class so that they can
modify instruction accordingly.
The use of multiple instructional strategies can mediate the effects of math anxiety and
low self-efficacy and boost a student’s motivation to learn. Mathematics educators should
promote mastery learning and conceptual understanding (Ames & Archer, 1988), model the use
of learning strategies (Zimmerman, 1990), and convey the value and utility of mathematics
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(Eccles et al., 1983). “Student attitudes toward mathematics and toward themselves as learners
are related to achievement” (Thomas & Higbee, 1999, p. 4).
Using Technology to Enhance Teaching and Learning
The use of technology in education has facilitated the integration of multiple
instructional strategies. Rakes, Valentine, McGatha, and Ronau (2010) completed a metaanalysis of literature regarding the instruction of algebra and concluded that students perform
better when instruction incorporates the use of technology and manipulatives to foster conceptual
understanding rather than procedural skills. Several online learning models have emerged over
the last several years and many universities have integrated technology into their mathematics
courses in an effort to combat low levels of motivation and to bolster student learning. Twigg
(2003) highlighted several popular online learning models, some are still in use, and others have
been adapted to fit the needs of today’s student.
Most online learning models differ by how technology has been integrated into the design
of the course and by how much of the original course set-up has remained the same. One
example of an innovative model is The Emporium Model from Virginia Tech. It replaced all
class meetings with a learning resource center, which featured online materials and on-demand
personalized assistance (Twigg, 2003). The idea behind The Emporium Model was that students
could decide when and how they wanted to learn mathematics. The model allowed students to
choose which types of learning materials to use as well as when to use them. This model was
heavily dependent on instructional software that enabled students to use learning modules that
linked to additional learning tools such as streaming video lectures, lecture notes, practice
quizzes, and worked examples, grading and feedback was automatic (Twigg, 2003).
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The supplemental model retained the basic structure of a traditional course but
incorporated supplemental technology based activities to promote student engagement with
course materials (Twigg, 2003). An example of this model was a statistics course at Carnegie
Mellon where instructors incorporated an automated tutoring system into the course while
keeping the traditional lecture part of the course intact (Twigg, 2003).
Many universities have adopted the supplemental model, but have adapted it to suit their
individual needs. For example, some instructors have provided supplemental technology based
instruction for their students but have not required its use while others have made using
supplemental technology-based activities mandatory. Cascaval, Fogler, Abrams and Durham
(2008), provided students in various traditionally taught mathematics classes with online video
recordings of actual classroom lectures. After completing the course, students responded to
survey questions with respect to their learning and performance in the course. Analysis revealed
that although students rated their course as being difficult, 51% of respondents believed that their
grade would have been lower had they not had access to archived lectures. Similarly, Spence
and Usher (2007) studied 164 students, 88 in a traditional algebra course and 76 in an online
version of the same course. Student use of courseware was optional in the traditional course but
the only source of instruction in the online course. Student engagement with courseware did not
predict mathematics achievement in either version of the course; in fact, findings revealed that
mathematics self-efficacy was the strongest predictor of mathematics achievement regardless of
course design. This finding was consistent with other research in this area (Bandura, 1997; Hall
& Ponton, 2005; Thomas & Higbee, 1999).
Zerr (2007) made engagement with courseware mandatory. An online homework system
was implemented in a first semester calculus course. The system was capable of providing
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immediate feedback to students so they could internalize the feedback and try a similar type of
problem. Surveys revealed that students believed that using the online homework system was
beneficial to their understanding of the topics covered in the course, suggesting that students’ use
of courseware impacted the way students felt about their learning.
Another model highlighted by Twigg (2003) was the replacement model which differed
from the supplemental model in that it replaced face-to-face time with online interactive learning
activities. For example, Penn State redesigned introductory statistics courses by replacing two of
three lectures with computer labs where students worked both individually and collaboratively
on learning activities. Hagerty, Smith, and Goodwin (2010) re-designed college algebra courses
that had been meeting for lecture three days a week. The redesign replaced one traditional
lecture with ALEKS (Algebra Learning Knowledge Spaces), a mastery learning program, and
implemented cooperative learning activities and whole class discussions into the other class
sessions. Researchers revealed a 21% increase in the number of students passing the class and a
25% improvement in student attendance. This study illustrates how technology can facilitate the
use of multiple teaching strategies.
Technology can provide instructors with an opportunity to change the way they teach.
Technology does not necessarily improve instruction; its use enables teachers to re-evaluate how
they teach and, more importantly, what they want students to learn. Although students may
resist a change in the learning environment, many teachers are connecting technology use in their
courses with positive changes in student self-efficacy, student use of learning strategies,
improved student attitude toward mathematics, and increased learning and achievement.
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Technology Integration at WVU
The Institute for Mathematics Learning (IML) was established at WVU in 2000 and
charged with reforming undergraduate mathematics courses within the department of
mathematics. One of the goals of this group was to incorporate online learning components into
entry-level mathematics courses. The mathematics department now has an 80-seat and a 120seat instructional computer laboratory, which enables targeted courses such as college algebra to
schedule dedicated weekly seat-time for all enrolled students. In a given fall semester,
approximately 1500 on-campus students are enrolled in college algebra. Faculty involved with
the undergraduate mathematics courses share an overarching goal of improving student learning,
conceptual understanding, and abilities to apply mathematics to solve problems through the use
of technology. In addition to meeting multiple times a week for a lecture, college algebra
students make use of online, interactive applet computer laboratories, which focus on conceptual
understanding, problem solving, and the application of mathematics, as well as online homework
assignments for skill acquisition.
Current designs of college algebra (Math 126) at WVU. College algebra (Math 126)
is a department-coordinated course. Each of three variations of Math 126 offered through the
department of mathematics at West Virginia University. Each variation is coordinated by a
different professor; however, all three variations (126A, 126B, and 126C) use the same
cooperative laboratories and students take the same final exam. A summary of the basic structure
of each course and the criteria for student placement in each course will follow. In general, all
students take the QRA (Quantitative Reasoning Assessment) for placement in a mathematics
course. Students are only allowed to take the QRA twice. If they score below 10, students must
take the pre-collegiate mathematics workshop (a non-credit course offered by the math
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department) before they are permitted to enroll in any 126 class. If students pass the workshop,
they may enroll in any version of Math 126.
Math 126A. There are approximately 10-12 sections offered each semester. Each section
enrolls up to forty undergraduate students. The class meets five days a week, four days in lecture
and one day in laboratory. Students are placed into 5-day College Algebra by scoring 10 out of
25 on the Quantitative Reasoning Assessment QRA (Math Placement Exam) or by taking the
pre-collegiate mathematics workshop.
Math 126B. There are three sections offered each semester. Each section enrolls
approximately 200 students. The class meets four days a week, two days in lecture, one day in
recitation (Q&A), and one day in laboratory. Students are placed into 126B by scoring 11 or 12
out of 25 on the QRA or by taking the pre-collegiate mathematics workshop. Students who earn
an 11 or 12 may choose to enroll in Math 126A if they want smaller classes and more face-toface time.
Math 126C. There are three sections offered each semester. Each section enrolls
approximately 200 students. The class meets three days a week, two days in lecture and one day
in laboratory. Students are placed into 126C by scoring 12 or higher on the QRA or by taking the
pre-collegiate mathematics workshop. Students who earn a 12 may choose to enroll in Math
126A or Math 126B.
The specific goals of all sections of Math 126 emphasize algebraic, graphical, and
numerical approaches to study the understanding and use of concepts such as function;
mathematical application problems; solving equations and inequalities in one variable using
multiple representations; graphing equations and functions; lines, parabolas, and circles; higher
order polynomial, rational, radical, absolute value, exponential and logarithmic functions; and
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systems of equations and matrices. To accomplish course goals, each class incorporates
interactive laboratories that use technology and student activities that emphasize writing and
student collaboration. Students work in pairs or triads on the laboratories and in class exercises in
order to develop mathematical communication skills.
Although reform efforts have been underway for over a decade, the rate at which students
are withdrawing or earning grades of D or F (DFW rate) in college algebra has continued to be
problematic at WVU (See Table 1). The charge to improve DFW rates in college algebra has led
to the design and implementation of online video lectures for students to view outside of class so
that face-to-face class time is available for more engaging learning activities and multiple
instructional strategies. This type of teaching strategy is commonly referred to as Flipping the
Classroom.
Table 1
DFW Rates in College Algebra
Semester
DFW Rate
F09
44%
S10

46%

F10

43%

S11

45%

F11

36%

S12

52%

F12

34%

S13

41%

F13

33.4%
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What is a Flipped Classroom?
The flipped classroom approach has been used in classrooms on a number of college
campuses over the last several years; however, there may be some confusion as to what a flipped
classroom approach is and what it is not. For example, Lage, Platt, and Treglia (2000)
implemented what they called an inverted classroom approach in an undergraduate economics
course. In their model, students were asked to read about an assigned topic before class. Videos
were made available outside class for students to view in two different formats, while face-toface class time was used for “hands on” experiments. They found that students generally
preferred the inverted classroom to a traditional lecture. One student said “I learned more than I
ever thought I would in a new, creative, and inspiring way” (Lage et al., 2000, p. 35). Videos
were not made mandatory for students, but preparing for the face-to-face class via reading the
text was. A flipped classroom approach to teaching is not just the implementation of
instructional videos but a pedagogical design that replaces what typically takes place during a
face-to-face lecture (passive transfer of knowledge) with engaging activities and assigns the
lecture as homework for students to complete autonomously outside of class. However, the mere
implementation of instructional videos, albeit effective, does not imply a classroom flip. Videos
can be produced for a myriad of reasons including remediation, review, homework solutions, or
supplemental lectures (Azedevo, 2012; Green, Pinder-Grover, & Millunchick, 2012; Rose, 2009;
Toto & Nguyen, 2009).
Green et al. (2012) successfully implemented screencasts into their introductory
engineering class, but not in the form of what is traditionally known as a flipped classroom
approach. Two types of screencasts were made available to students, optional videos that
provided homework solutions and optional videos that provided mini-lectures. Although
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students who watched the videos found them to be helpful, the researchers did not indicate that
videos were used to replace a traditional form of instruction. A flipped classroom approach
replaces traditional in-class lectures with video lectures to be viewed outside of class as
homework. The flipped classroom approach can help instructors provide their students with a
solid knowledge base through at-home instruction and an opportunity to apply that knowledge in
engaging classroom activities.
Although the idea behind the flipped classroom is not new, there are few formal and
comprehensive studies focused on this pedagogy. Preliminary results from a number of studies
have indicated positive results. For example, instructors at one university chose to implement
pre-existing video lectures into one of their engineering courses. After watching videos at home,
students were expected to apply the knowledge gained from the videos by participating in
discussions and activities in class. Preliminary data indicated that students in the flipped
classroom outperformed their traditionally taught peers on the midterm exam (Azedevo, 2012).
Another variation of the flipped classroom was piloted in a junior level engineering course at
another university. Unlike the previous approach, instructors at this university authored their own
videos. Although a similar classroom format was followed, student feedback regarding the
teaching approach indicated that students felt the video lectures were effective in teaching them
the material, but that the classroom activities were disorganized and caused some students to fall
off task (Toto & Nguyen, 2009). The student feedback suggested that simply implementing
video lectures outside of class is not enough to impact student learning. What replaces the lecture
during face-to-face class time is integral to the success of the flipped classroom teaching
approach. The flipped classroom can take many different forms and can be modified to meet the
specific needs of students.
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Flipping the classroom can provide an opportunity for teachers to design a classroom
environment that addresses students who may be averse to learning mathematics. In essence,
the flipped classroom approach is a teaching approach that uses multiple teaching strategies to
enhance student learning, but like any other approach must be carefully studied over time to
reach its full potential.
Design and Development Research
The design and development cycle provides a way to study the development of a teaching
approach over time. Richey and Klein (2007) define design and development research as “the
systematic study of design, development, and evaluation processes with the aim of establishing
an empirical basis for the creation of instructional and non-instructional products and tools and
new or enhanced models that govern their development” (p. 1). The design and development
framework provides a way to organize the reporting of design decisions and research findings
throughout multiple deliveries of a course, as well as a way to facilitate continued and consistent
study of the teaching model by its users so that the knowledge base of the model will continue to
grow and evolve. According to Richey and Klein, the major phases of the design and
development cycle include:


Design decisions for each delivery of the course



Implementation of the design decisions



Evaluation of design decisions

Design research provides a way to establish new teaching procedures, techniques, and
tools based on the systematic study of specific cases (Richey & Klein, 2005). “Design theory
explains why designs work and suggests how they may be adapted to new circumstances” (Cobb,
Confrey, Lehrer, & Schauble, 2003, p.9). One result of research is the creation of knowledge.
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Design and development research creates knowledge that can be used to immediately solve
practical problems (Richey & Klein, 2007).
Richey and Klein (2007) categorize design and development research by the nature of its
outcomes, generalized or context-specific, as seen in Table 2. The focus of Type 1 design and
development research is a particular product or program and the lessons learned from developing
and analyzing the conditions that facilitate its use. Since specific products or programs are
studied, conclusions drawn from Type 1 studies are context-specific. The focus of Type 2
design and development research is the model or process itself rather than its demonstration.
Products include new procedures or models and the conditions that facilitate their use.
Conclusions drawn from Type 2 design and development research can be generalized to other
situations.

Table 2
Types of Design and Development Research
Type 1
Product and Tool Research

Type 2
Model Research

Emphasis

Study of specific product or
tool design and development
projects.

Study of model development,
validation or use.

Outcome

Lessons learned from
developing specific products
and analyzing the conditions
which facilitate their use.

New design and development
procedures or models, and
conditions which facilitate
their use.

Conditions

Context-specific

Generalized
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This dissertation is a Type 2 design and development research study because it has
documented the design and development of a teaching model across several iterations of a
college algebra course. The product of this research is an explicit teaching model that can be
applied in other mathematics course and with other instructors.
Summary
In response to high failure rates in college algebra courses, I have designed and
developed a flipped classroom teaching model. In this chapter I described the theoretical
perspective that explains my view on learning and teaching mathematics. In addition, I
discussed motivation theories and their impact on student learning and how the use of varied
instructional strategies and the use of technology can mediate the effects of low motivation and
enhance student learning. Finally, I described reform efforts within West Virginia University’s
Department of Mathematics and explained how design and development research can be used to
study the flipped classroom teaching model.
I identified in the literature motivation as an affective component of student learning and
the teaching strategies that can mediate the effects of low motivation. The way a student feels
about his own ability to learn and do mathematics as well as his individual past experiences with
mathematics collectively impact how he learns mathematics. The teaching strategies advocated
in the literature included the explicit use of learning strategies as well as the cultivation of a
mastery-oriented learning environment. Both strategies provide aspects of a classroom microculture that can and should be fostered.
The flipped classroom teaching approach utilizes technology by providing online lectures
for students to watch at home so that face-to-face class time can be student-centered. Instructors
can use face-to-face class time to identify individual student needs and to utilize student
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feedback to create engaging assignments. In order to maximize their effectiveness, all teaching
approaches should be carefully studied over time. Design and development research provides a
systematic way to study the implementation and evaluation of a flipped classroom teaching
model.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
A multiple-case study approach was used to describe the design and development of the
flipped classroom teaching model over three semesters. Case study research does not produce
causal relationships but rather sheds light on “how” or “why” a treatment either worked or not
worked (Yin, 2008). The uses of case studies as a research method include the following
recommendation made by Schramm (1971), as cited by Yin (2008), “the essence of a case
study…is that it tries to illuminate a decision or set of decisions: why they were taken, how they
were implemented, and with what result” (p. 17). Yin (2008) adds that one appropriate use of
case studies as a research method is “to describe an intervention and the real –life context in
which it occurred (p. 20).
The rationale for using multiple-case studies coincides with that of a design and
development study. Yin (2008) used the term “replication logic” when referring to the logic
underlying the use of multiple-case studies (p. 54). Replication logic provides a rationale for
repeating the research process throughout several cases in an effort to obtain “predictable
results” or “contrasting results for anticipatable reasons” (Yin, 2008, p. 54). The nature of
design and development research is cyclic. Data is collected and analyzed throughout the design,
implementation, and evaluation phases. Analyzed data are used to inform design decisions in
subsequent iterations of the project. The use of multiple-case studies supports the design and
development process (see Figure 4).
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(modified from Yin, 2008)
Figure 4. Integration of multiple-case approach and design and development cycle.

This chapter describes the design and development of a flipped classroom teaching model
in terms of the design decisions, model implementation, and model evaluation across three
iterations of a college algebra course. The objective of this design and development research
project is to describe the design and development of a flipped classroom teaching model in terms
of the design decisions, model implementation, and model evaluation across three iterations of a
college algebra course. The following research question guided this study: How did the Flipped
Classroom Teaching Model develop over three semesters of teaching college algebra?
This question is answered by documenting course development across design decisions,
implementation, and evaluation phases over multiple deliveries of the course. Design decisions
and implementation will be addressed by the following sub-questions:
1. What were the design decisions for each delivery of the course?
2. How were the design decisions implemented?
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Evaluation of the teaching model will be organized using a summative program
evaluation framework to describe the effectiveness and appeal of the model. “Determining
effectiveness requires asking questions about whether the design accomplishes what it sets out to
do.” (Shambaugh & Magliaro, 1997, p. 228). Determining a programs’ appeal requires asking
questions about the learners’ perceptions with respect to the design and its impact on their
learning (Shambaugh & Magliaro, 1997). Evaluation of the teaching model will be addressed by
the following sub-questions.
3. Effectiveness: How did class performance change across three iterations of a
college algebra course?
4. Appeal: How did students perceive the instruction of the course and their learning
in the course?
Unit of Analysis
Miles and Huberman (1994) define a “case as a phenomenon of some sort occurring in a
bounded context” (p. 25). Each case in this study was defined as one course delivery, which
was documented in terms of the design decisions, implementation, and evaluation of the flipped
classroom teaching model. In each delivery of the course, the class met for one 50 minute
session, five days a week.
This study consists of three cases; 1, 2, 3a, and 3b. The teaching model for the course, in
which I participated as an instructor, is described, implemented, and evaluated across cases 1, 2,
3a, and 3b from Fall 2012 through Fall 2013 (see Table 3).
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Table 3
College Algebra Course across Three Cases
Case
Course Section
Students

Course Meeting Time

1

Fall 2012

22

9:30am - 10:20am

2

Spring 2013

23

9:30am - 10:20am

3a

Fall 2013

35

9:30am - 10:20am

3b

Fall 2013

37

10:30am - 11:20am

Participants
All three cases included college algebra courses with an enrollment capacity of forty
students and met for fifty minutes, five days a week, for fifteen weeks. The courses studied in all
three cases were taught by the same instructor (i.e. author).
Participants included 117 students and the instructor of record. The instructor has taught
college algebra seven times over the last 15 years and has taught high school algebra in the
public schools for three years. Of those 117 students, 82 were freshman, 27 were sophomores,
five were juniors, and three were seniors. Student majors varied (see Table 4).
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Table 4
Number of Students According to Major
Student Majors

Number of Students

Animal and Veterinary Science

1

Bio-Chemistry

1

Communications

3

Elementary Education

4

Fashion Design

3

Forest and Resource Management

1

General Studies

18

Geography

2

Human Nutrition and Food

1

International Studies

1

Journalism

1

Political Science

2

Pre-Biology

12

Pre-Business and Economics

15

Pre-Chemistry

2

Pre-Engineering

5

Pre-English

5

Pre-Exercise Physiology

4

Pre-Forensic and Investigative Science

3

Pre-Nursing

6

Pre-Occupational Therapy

5

Pre-Pharmacy

2

Pre-Psychology

10

Pre-Speech Pathology and Audiology

2

Pre-Sports Management

2

Wildlife and Fisheries Resources

1
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Nothing in the schedule of courses indicated that any of the sections of college algebra were
being studied or that any section would be taught differently from any other section listed.
Students enrolled themselves in various sections of college algebra based on their QRA
(quantitative reasoning assessment) or placement exam score and their personal schedules, not
by any pedagogical preference or knowledge of a research study taking place. For a summary of
student enrollment according to QRA score see Table 5.
Table 5
Number of Students in each Case According to QRA Score

QRA Score

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3a

Case 3b

Less than 10

1

1

0

2

10

20

18

21

18

11

4

5

16

12

12

4

8

1

3

13

2

2

1

0

Greater than 13

0

6

1

5

Not available

9

0

0

0

Prior to the beginning of the Fall 2012 semester, approval from West Virginia
University’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) was granted to implement student surveys and
interviews as a means to study the design, implementation and evaluation of the flipped
classroom teaching model during cases one and two. A second protocol was approved during the
Fall 2013 semester allowing the implementation of updated surveys, student conferences, and the
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collection of student coursework as a means to study the design, implementation, and evaluation
of the Flipped Classroom Teaching Model. An amendment to the Fall 2013 protocol was
approved in December 2013, enabling the researcher to interview students from cases 3a and 3b
during the Spring 2014 semester.
Instructional Approach: The Flipped Classroom Teaching Model
The flipped classroom approach was documented as an integrated teaching model,
acknowledging multiple teaching approaches, including in-class cooperative learning, mentored
laboratory activities, and online teaching videos (see Figure 5).

Figure 5. The instructional approach.

The phases of the model include: (a) design unit, (b) instruction of the unit: online video
lectures, face-to-face lectures, question and answer-group work sessions, online homework, and
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cooperative laboratory assignments, (c) unit exam assessment, and (d) the final exam assessment.
A detailed description of each phase is in chapter five.
Data Sources
This section describes the data sources, data collection, and data analysis that document
and describe the design decisions, the implementation of these design decisions through
instruction, and evaluation of the teaching model in terms of effectiveness and appeal of the
teaching model. Data analysis consisted of data reduction or “the process of selecting, focusing,
simplifying, abstracting, and transforming the data” (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 10) and
display of the reduced data so that conclusions can be drawn (Miles & Huberman, 1994). The
data sources, data collection, and data analysis for the design, implementation, and evaluation of
the teaching model are described below and organized according to research question.
The data sources, data collection, and data analysis for the design, implementation, and
evaluation of the teaching model are described below and organized according to the research
question.
What were the design decisions for each delivery of the course? Data were collected to
describe the design decisions for each delivery of the course. Data sources for design decisions
included the course syllabus, teacher journal, and a syllabus addition. A description of each data
source, data collection procedures, and data analysis techniques are described below.
Syllabus and syllabus addition. The syllabus identified course objectives, instructional
materials, assessment, and course sequence as it was defined for all sections of the course. The
addition identified any changes made in course sequence, instructional strategies, and
assessment strategies and made them explicit to students.
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Data collection. The course syllabus was crafted before the beginning of each semester.
The syllabus addition was first implemented after the third unit exam incase 1 and crafted and
distributed after each unit exam for the remainder ofcase 1, throughout case 2, and bi-weekly in
case 3.
Data analysis. The syllabus and syllabus additions for cases one, two, and three were
compared and changes in course sequence and instructional materials were recorded.
Teacher journal. The teacher journal recorded the instructor’s observations and thoughts
regarding course design in all three cases.
Data collection. Journal entries were recorded by hand after most classes. The instructor
recorded comments and summarized observations with respect to classroom activities and
student interactions with coursework, the instructor, and each other.
Data analysis. Journal entries were categorized according to design decisions,
instructional materials, and course sequence.
How were the design decisions implemented? Data were also collected to describe the
implementation of the design decisions throughout each of the five units of material taught. Data
sources for the model implementation included a teacher journal, student surveys, eCampus
quizzes, and notes from student conferences. A description of each data source is below.
Teacher journal. The instructor’s comments in the journal summarized observations
with respect to classroom activities and student interactions with coursework, the instructor and
each other. Although journal entries were used to document design decisions, they also recorded
the instructor’s observations and thoughts regarding the instructional approach and were used to
document implementation of the design. The same collection and analysis procedures used for
description of the design phase were used to describe implementation.
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Student surveys. Responses from student surveys were used during implementation to
inform subsequent teaching decisions. Questions addressed both student perceptions of their
learning as well as their opinions regarding the implementation of the various instructional
components, which included lecture videos, face-to-face class time, cooperative laboratories, and
online homework assignments.
Data collection. Anonymous student surveyA was sent to all participants through email
during the eighth week of the course in cases one and two. Each survey consisted of five
questions. Survey question formats included Likert scale items, as well as short answer/free
response items. Questions included “What would make the videos more helpful?” and “Were
you satisfied with the format of the video lectures?” (see Appendix B for a copy of the survey)
An updated anonymous survey, surveyB was sent to students during week nine in case 3. There
were seven questions on the updated survey. Questions addressed both student perceptions
regarding their learning and their opinions regarding the implementation of the various
instructional components which included lecture videos and face-to-face class time. The
questions were similar to the questions on the original survey but included additional questions
such as, “Do you like working cooperatively with other students on laboratory activities? Why
or why not? See Appendix D for a copy of the updated survey.
Data analysis. Open–ended responses from both surveys were transcribed into a table
which categorized student comments according to their perceptions regarding: the video lectures,
face-to-face class time, and suggestions for improvement. Responses from the Likert-scale
questions were not analyzed because the return rate on the survey was low.
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eCampus quizzes. Quizzes were administered once or twice a week throughout the third
delivery of the course. Student responses were used during implementation to inform
subsequent teaching decisions and future design decisions.
Data collection. Students were asked to watch a video lecture posted on eCampus and to
complete a quiz posted on eCampus after viewing the lecture. Each eCampus quiz consisted of
five questions and accompanied a video lecture assignment. Two or three questions on the quiz
were specific to the material covered in the video lecture and the other questions solicited
student feedback regarding the instructional video. One question asked, “Would you
recommend this video to a friend, why or why not?” Another question was, “Name one thing
that would have made this video more helpful for you.” A sample quiz is provided in Appendix
E.
Data analysis. Student responses were transcribed into a table which categorized student
comments according to their perceptions regarding individual video lectures that they watched
outside of class as well as follow-up face-to-face sessions. Quiz questions included, “Name one
thing that would have made this video lecture more helpful to you?” and “Would you
recommend this video lecture to a friend who was struggling with this topic? Why or why not?”
Student conferences. Individual student conferences were implemented during case 3.
Conferences took place in the instructor’s office and lasted ten to fifteen minutes each.
Discussions topics included students’ perceptions of their learning, the instruction of the class,
and their specific grades on course work.
Data collection. The instructor took notes to document the conversation. Prior to the
meeting, students were asked to complete a questionnaire and to bring it to the conference. The
questionnaire documented students’ perceptions and questions included: How do you think you
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are doing in this class? What would make this class better for you? See Appendix F for a copy
of the questionnaire.
Data analysis. Both the questionnaire and conference notes were analyzed and
transcribed into tables which categorized student comments according to their perceptions
regarding: the flipped classroom instructional approach, video lectures, face-to-face sessions and
student learning in the class. After all conference notes were analyzed a summary of patterns
were recorded in an effort to describe the implementation of the teaching model.
Effectiveness: How did class performance change across cases? Data were collected to
describe student learning across all three cases. Data sources included DFW rates, student
grades on exams, student responses on specific questions from tests three, four, and the final
exam, and student work on laboratory activities. A description of each data source, data
collection procedures, and data analysis techniques are described below.
DFW rates. The DFW rate is the percentage of students withdrawing or earning grades of
a “D” or “F” in a course.
Data collection/analysis. DFW rates were calculated and reported for each delivery of the
course and compared across cases to assess the effectiveness of the teaching model.
Class averages on exams and final grade. Students took five unit exams each worth 80
points and a final exam worth 200 points. Final course grades were calculated based on 1000
total points and included a possible 100 points for participation, 150 points for online homework,
150 points for cooperative laboratory activities, 80 points per each of five unit exams, and 200
points for the final exam.
Data collection/analysis. Class exam averages and final grade averages were calculated
and reported for each delivery of the course and compared across cases.
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Student responses to specific questions on Test 3, Test 4, and Final Exam. During cases
two and three, two questions from test three, one question from test four, and one question from
the final exam were chosen for analysis because they addressed students’ conceptual
understanding of polynomial functions and students’ ability to apply polynomial functions in a
specific context. These topics were identified by mathematics department faculty as difficult for
many students. Student responses were grouped according to QRA score to minimize
differences among student.
Data collection. All exam questions were administered on eCampus. Student responses to
the questions were downloaded from eCampus and participants’ names were stripped from the
records and replaced with numerical identifiers. Six students from each of three deliveries of the
course; case 2, case 3a, and case 3b (data from case 1 was not available) were randomly chosen
to represent a range in performance on the QRA (math placement exam): two students who
earned 10, two who earned 11, and two who earned 12.
Data analysis - Test 3 question (1). Students were asked to identify domain and range of a
polynomial function, see Figure 6. A table was used to categorize student responses. One
column listed participants by their numerical identifier; a second column documented the
participant’s multiple choice answer and a third column documented comments with respect to
the answer choice. For example, if a student chose answer B, it was documented that he or she
identified the correct domain, but incorrectly identified the range.
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Figure 6. Screen-capture of test 3 question (1).
Test 3 question (2). Students were asked to identify the correct mathematical model, see
Figure 7. A table was used to categorize student responses. One column listed participants by
their numerical identifier and a second column documented the participant’s multiple choice
answer and a third column documented comments with respect to the answer choice.
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Figure 7. Screen-capture of test 3 question (2).
Test 4 question (1). Students were asked to algebraically find the domain of a rational
function, see Figure 8. A table was used to categorize student responses. One column listed
participants by their numerical identifier and a second column documented the participant’s
multiple choice answer and a third column documented comments with respect to the answer
choice.
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Figure 8. Screen-capture of test 4 question (1).
Final exam question (1). Students wert asked to express volume of a box as a function of
x and to apply the model to answer a specific question, see Figure 9. A table was used to
categorize student responses. One column listed participants by their numerical identifier and a
second column documented the participant’s multiple choice answer and a third column
documented comments with respect to the answer choice.

Figure 9. Screen-capture of final exam question (1).
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Laboratory activities. The laboratory activity, “The Box Problem” (Pyzdrowski, 2012,
pp. 267-270) was chosen for analysis because it addressed students’ conceptual understanding of
polynomial functions and students’ ability to apply polynomial functions in a specific context.
The laboratory activity also addressed other explicit goals of the course, such as using
technology as a tool, engaging in the exploration and discovery of concepts, work cooperatively
with others to solve problems, and explaining the meanings and applications of concepts.
Data collection. The laboratory activity was collected and graded during case 3. After
student laboratory sheets were graded, they were photocopied before being returned to the
student. Participant identities were stripped from photocopied laboratory activities and replaced
with numerical identifiers.
Data analysis. A table was created to categorize student responses for the laboratory
activity The Box Problem. One column in the table listed participants by their numerical
identifier. Subsequent columns were added to document student responses with respect to the
specific learning objectives. Columns titles included: domain/range, restricted domain/range, xintercepts (meaning), and local max/min (meaning). A number indicating the number of points
lost with respect to each objective was placed in each column to identify learning objectives that
students had trouble with.
Appeal: How did students perceive the instruction of the course and their learning in
the course? Data were collected to describe student perceptions of their learning and of the
instruction of the course. Data sources included surveys, interviews, self-evaluations, and course
evaluations. A description of each data source, data collection procedures, and data analysis
techniques is described below.
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Student surveys. Responses from student surveys were used during evaluation to
describe the appeal of the Flipped Classroom Teaching Model. Questions addressed both student
perceptions of their learning as well as their opinions with respect to the various instructional
components, which included lecture videos, face-to-face class time, cooperative laboratories, and
online homework assignments.
Data collection. Anonymous student surveyA was sent to all participants via email during
the fifteenth week of the semester in cases one and two. Each survey consisted of 10 questions.
Survey question formats included Likert scale items, as well as short answer/free response items.
Responses from the survey were used to shed light on student self-assessment of learning and
student perceptions of the course. Questions included “If a friend asked you for advice on which
college algebra section to take, would you suggest he/she take the Flipped Classroom Design or
a traditional section (face to face lectures with take-home textbook assignments?” and “Please
rank order the following components of the course from 1 (for Most Helpful) to 4 (for Least
Helpful) with respect to your learning in this course: online video lectures, online homework,
face-to-face class time, and computer laboratories.” See Appendix C for a copy of the survey.
An updated surveyB was implemented during case 3 and asked students the same ten questions
as the survey sent during the eight week of the semester. See Appendix D for a copy of the
survey.
Data analysis. Open–ended responses from both surveys were transcribed into a table
which categorized student comments according to their perceptions regarding: the instruction of
the course, the instructor of the course, and their learning in the course. Responses from the
Likert-scale questions were not analyzed because the return rate on the survey was low.
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Interviews. Student interviews were conducted after all three iterations of the course. .
Student responses to interview questions were used during evaluation to describe the appeal of
the Flipped Classroom Teaching Model.
Data collection. A total of ten student interviews were conducted throughout the study.
Student interviews forcase 1 were conducted during the Spring 2013, student interviews for case
2 were conducted during the Fall 2013 semester, and interview for cases 3a and 3b were
conducted during the Spring 2014. Interviews were semi-structured and ranged from 20-30
minutes in length. Students were randomly chosen to represent a range in course performance:
one student from each of three grade bands as follows: (a) A+ or A, (b) B+, B, C+, or C, (c) D+,
D, F, or W (withdrawal before final grade awarded). The interviews were conducted in person,
tape-recorded and transcribed. Interview questions targeted student perceptions of the flipped
classroom teaching model, how this model impacted their learning, as well as suggestions for
improving the course. Questions included “How did you feel about watching lectures at home
and working problems in class?” A list of guiding questions is provided in Appendix G. Forcase
1, three students (2 male, 1 female) agreed to be interviewed. One student received an A, one a
C, and one a D. For case 2, two female students agreed to be interviewed. One student received
an A and the other a C. For case 3a, three students agreed to be interviewed (2 female, 1 male).
One student received A, one a C, and one a D. For case 3b, two female students agreed to be
interviewed. One student earned an A and the other a B.
Data analysis. Student comments from interviews were transcribed and coded based on
three categories, student perceptions regarding the flipped classroom instructional approach, the
instructor, and their learning in the class. Patterns were identified and recorded on a separate
document.
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Self-evaluation. A self-evaluation questionnaire was implemented in case 3. Student
responses from the questionnaire were used during evaluation to provide students’ selfassessment of their learning.
Data collection. The self-evaluation was administered during the last week of class.
Questions included:

Have your feelings regarding mathematics or your ability to “do”

mathematics changed? See Appendix H for a copy of the self-evaluation.
Data analysis. Self-evaluation responses were transcribed into a table to categorize
student comments according to perceptions regarding: the flipped classroom instructional
approach, the instructor, and student learning throughout the course.
Course Evaluations. Course evaluations were administered at the end of the semester in
all three cases. The questionnaire included Likert scale questions (both university-developed
and instructor-developed) and open-response questions. Student responses were used during
evaluation of the teaching model to reveal student perceptions of the instruction, the instructor,
and of their learning and of the course.
Data collection. Evaluations were administered online incase 1 and on paper during
cases two and three. The instructor/researcher was not in the classroom while students
completed the course evaluations.
Data analysis. Mean scores were calculated for Likert scale-type questions and any
open–ended responses were transcribed into a table which categorized student comments
according to their perceptions regarding: instruction of the course, instructor, and their learning.
Patterns were identified and recorded.
A summary of data collection and data analysis reporting is provided in Figure 10.
Design decisions were reported by describing the course sequence, learning tasks, instructional
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strategies, and assessment strategies. Model implementation was reported by describing student
responses to the instructional materials, learning tasks, and varied instructional strategies
reflected in the flipped classroom model. Evaluation of the teaching model was reported by
comparing student grades and DFW rates across cases, summarizing student responses on
learning tasks, and describing student perceptions of their learning throughout the course. For a
summary of data availability across cases see Table 6.

(modified from Shambaugh & Magliaro, 2001)
Figure 10. Summary of data collection and data analysis reporting.
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Table 6
Availability of Data across Cases
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Research Limitations
Twelve data sources were identified on the basis of their potential to report on the design,
implementation, and evaluation the teaching model. The data reduction techniques of Miles and
Huberman (1994) were used to reduce the large amount of data into a manageable form using
data display tables. Limitations with respect to each phase of the design cycle and procedures
put in place to minimize these limitations are described below.
Design. The teacher journal was used to shed light on the design decisions documented
in the syllabus and to report observations that the instructor made both inside and outside the
classroom. Personal bias must always be considered when an instructor studies her own
teaching. The researcher’s personal involvement with the course increased the possibility that
recorded observations in the teacher journal highlighted specific incidents while ignoring others.
In order to minimize personal bias, teacher journal entries were reviewed by mathematics
department faculty for their trustworthiness, based on the faculty member’s familiarity with the
course and students.
Implementation. Several sources were used to document the implementation of the
teaching model. Data sources included surveys, eCampus quizzes, and notes from student
conferences. Most of the data collected to describe the implementation of the model was selfreported. Perhaps students did not feel comfortable revealing their true perceptions regarding the
course because their responses were being read by their instructor. In order to minimize this
limitation, an anonymous survey was administered in addition to student conferences and
eCampus quizzes. The anonymous survey gave students an opportunity to describe their
perceptions without their identity being known.
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Evaluation. Multiple data sources were used to document the evaluation of the teaching
model to increase credibility and validity. Data sources included student interviews, anonymous
surveys, student grades, and student work. Surveys and course evaluations were completed
anonymously whereas students’ identities were associated with self-evaluations. Interviews
were conducted after each iteration of the course to elucidate student perceptions of their
learning and of the instructional model. Although interviews did not take place until after the
semester had ended and final grades had been awarded, it is possible that students did not feel
comfortable divulging their perceptions because they were being interviewed by their instructor.
In order to increase internal validity of the interview data, multiple faculty members in the
mathematics department reviewed students’ comments for their trustworthiness, based on their
familiarity of the course and students.
Multiple data sources were used to summarize student learning. During case 2, specific
multiple choice test questions were chosen for analysis. Because it was difficult to describe
student thinking with respect to multiple choice questions, laboratory activities were included as
a data source during the third iteration of the course. Student work on the laboratory
assignments was explicit. To receive credit students had to show their mathematical work and
write paragraphs explaining how and why they arrived at solutions.
Summary
A multiple-case study approach was used to examine how the flipped classroom teaching
model developed over three semesters. Participants included 117 students and one instructor.
The instructional approach for the course was described. A design and development framework
was used to describe the design decisions, implementation, and evaluation of these design
decisions over three deliveries of the course. Twelve types of data sources and collection
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procedures were described and included in the teacher journal, syllabus, syllabus addition,
surveys, interviews, conferences, eCampus quizzes, class averages, student responses on test
questions, student work on laboratory activities, course evaluations, and self-evaluations.
Specific analysis methods for each of the three cases were described and research limitations
were discussed.
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Chapter 4: Findings
In this chapter I documented the development of a flipped classroom teaching model for
college algebra. For each of the three cases, I acknowledged the teaching model in terms of the
design and development cycle: design decisions, implementation, and evaluation. I analyzed the
design phase by reporting changes in the instructional materials and course sequence and by
describing the design decisions made throughout each case. My analysis of the implementation
of the model for each case was reported by describing the teaching and assessment strategies
implemented throughout each unit of material taught and student feedback regarding those
strategies. I reported the summative evaluation of the teaching model on the basis of
summarizing its effectiveness and appeal. “Determining effectiveness requires asking questions
about whether the design accomplishes what it sets out to do” (Shambaugh & Magliaro, 1997,
p.228) and determining a programs appeal requires asking questions about the learners’
perceptions with respect to the design and its impact on their learning. I evaluated the
effectiveness of the teaching model by reporting and comparing class averages on unit exams
and the final exam, the DFW rate (the percentage of students withdrawing or earning grades of a
“D” or “F” in a course), student responses on specific exam questions, and student responses on
laboratory activities. I evaluated the appeal of the teaching model by reporting student
perceptions of their learning and of the instruction of the course. In Chapter 4, I summarized
changes in the design decisions, model implementation, and model evaluation over the three
cases.
The goals of all college algebra courses at WVU emphasize algebraic, graphical, and
numerical approaches to study the understanding and use of concepts such as function;
mathematical application problems; solving equations and inequalities in one variable using
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multiple representations; graphing equations and functions; lines, parabolas, and circles; higher
order polynomial, rational, radical, absolute value, exponential and logarithmic functions; and
systems of equations and matrices. To accomplish course goals, each class incorporates
interactive laboratories, which use technology and student activities that emphasize writing and
student collaboration. Students work in pairs or triads on the laboratories and in class exercises in
order to develop mathematical communication skills.
The version of college algebra studied for the purpose of this dissertation was Math
126A: 5-day college algebra. In each of these cases, 40 students met in an auditorium style
classroom Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday. The classroom was equipped with 40 student
seats. Instructional aides included one computer that can project onto a screen and several
rolling chalk boards. The class met each Wednesday in a computer laboratory where students
worked cooperatively on interactive laboratories that focused on conceptual understanding and
application. The computer laboratory can accommodate 120 students and is equipped with 120
student computers and a podium with a computer for the instructor. There are several screens
positioned around the laboratory so that the instructor can project his/her screen throughout the
laboratory. Two sections of Math 126A meet in the laboratory at the same time; however, the
two sections are separated so that when students work cooperatively, they are working with
students that are in their face-to-face class.
A modified flipped classroom teaching approach was first implemented in one section of
5-day college algebra during the Fall 2012 semester. As the design and development cycle
continued, this approach was implemented again in one section during the Spring 2013 semester
and a third time in two sections during the Fall 2013 semester. Traditionally, a classroom flip
involves lectures, which are assigned for students to view outside of class. Homework
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assignments are assigned and completed during class time. Since the required online homework
assignments could not be completed in class due to the fat that the class does not meet in a
computer laboratory, the design had to be modified to use both video lectures and online
homework while still affording students face-to-face class time for non-traditional learning
activities (e.g. cooperative learning assignments).
Case 1: Fall 2012
Case 1 was a 15-week college algebra course offered during the Fall 2012 semester. Of
the 40 students enrolled in the class, 22 students signed consent forms agreeing to participate in
this study. The class met five days a week for 50 minutes each day.
Design. The course syllabus specified the components of Math 126A common to all
sections of 5-day college algebra. The components included:


Participation: 100/1000 points. Students may earn up to 100 participation points.
Each instructor may choose to use sign-in sheets, short participation quiz/work sheets,
and/or other activities to generate participation points.



Online Homework: 150/1000 points. Students are required to complete homework
assignments online. Homework assignments correlate to the sections covered in the
textbook.



Laboratories: 150/1000 points. There are seven computer laboratory assignments.
Laboratory assignments should be completed with a partner in the laboratory during
scheduled laboratory time. Laboratory points are awarded for the ability to do and
communicate mathematics as well as the ability to manage time and follow
directions.



Exams: 400/1000 points. There are five tests given throughout the semester on
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Wednesdays in the laboratory during class time, each is worth 80 points. The exams
include pencil-and-paper questions and online multiple-choice questions.


Final Exam: 200/1000 points. There is a comprehensive final exam given at the end
of the semester. The same final exam is given to all variations of Math 126.

The coordinator of the course decided that the major components of the course should be
the same for all sections, so grades that were to be collected specific to video lectures and
accompanying assignments were only reflected in the course component of student participation
(100/1000 points). All students were to use the same online homework assignments and
interactive computer laboratories and exams.
Instructional Materials.
Textbook. The Sullivan and Sullivan (2012) textbook, Algebra and Trigonometry;
Enhanced with Graphing Utilities was used throughout this course as well as all sections of
college algebra at WVU.
Online homework. In addition to the textbook, students in all sections of five-day college
algebra purchased access to an online homework system. The homework system offered
students an e-version of the text, practice quizzes, and homework assignments. The instructor
was able to set due dates for assignments as well as the number of attempts that each student has
to answer individual homework questions correctly.
Video/study-guide. Each instructor authored video of 10-40 minutes in length included a
lecture explaining a new concept or skill. Students accessed video lectures by going to the
instructor’s website and clicking on the link, “college algebra videos”. The link took students to
a video sharing website to view the lecture videos. Study-guide pages from Butler’s (2012)
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College Algebra Study-guide were copied with permission and distributed to students. As
students watched the videos, they were asked to complete the study-guide for that lecture.
Laboratory Manual. Pyzdrowski’s (2012) Interactive Computer Laboratory Manual for
College Algebra and Pre-Calculus was a required text for the course. The manual contained
copies of the laboratory assignments that students were to complete cooperatively in the
computer lab on Wednesdays.
Course sequence. The course was divided into five units of material as dictated by the
course syllabus. Each unit included face-to-face lectures, video lectures, online homework
assignments, laboratory activities and concluded with a unit exam. All laboratory activities and
unit exams took place in the computer laboratory on Wednesdays. There were no interactive,
collaborative laboratory activities designed for the Review Unit, so in Wednesday laboratory
sessions during the first five weeks of class, students worked individually on assignments
constructed in the online homework system. Table 7 contains a summary of the course sequence
for case 1.
Table 7
Course Sequence for Case 1
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Design decisions. Multiple components of the course (i.e., participation, online
homework, laboratories) were to be integrated into each week of instruction. Face-to face class
session formats were to include lectures, question and answer sessions, cooperative laboratories
and group-work problem sets. Homework assignments were to include both online problem sets
and video lectures. Videos were to be assigned as homework one to two times per week and
brief one or two questions quizzes were to be administered during the first five minutes of class
when a video was assigned for homework the night before. Table 8 compares the instructional
design of the regular 5-day algebra course with that of the modified flipped design to be
implemented in case 1 during week ten. Table 9 displays a summary of design decisions for case
1.
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Table 8
Comparison of Course Design: Regular versus Flipped College Algebra
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Table 9
Summary of Design Decisions for Case 1

Implementation. The first implementation of this flipped classroom approach was a
hybrid, a mix of a traditional lecture and a flipped classroom. Table 11 summarizes the
implementation of the teaching model for case 1.
Teaching strategy. The instructor/researcher was developing and producing videos
while teaching the course, so she could not produce a video for every section of material. The
strategy was to move one to two lectures a week outside the classroom to free up face-to-face
time for student questions and collaborative work.
Unit One-Pre-college algebra review. During the first week of instruction the course was
taught traditionally with four face-to-face lectures. During the first Wednesday laboratory
session students were introduced to the course management system and the online homework
system. Video lectures were introduced during week two. Since factoring polynomials and
operations on rational expressions were allotted two days each on the course schedule,
instruction for these topics was started in class with a face-to-face lecture and finished outside of
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class with a video lecture. During the second face-to-face class session allotted for the topic,
students worked on problem sets cooperatively in groups of two or three.
The design plan required the instructor to administer a one or two question quiz at the
beginning of class to assess who watched the videos and to check for understanding regarding
the material taught on the videos, however; quizzes were administered sporadically. The teacher
journal indicated that students frequently entered the class with questions and that after student
questions were addressed, the instructor felt that there was not enough time for a quiz. Unit
exam one was administered during the Wednesday laboratory session of week three.
Unit Two-Solving Equations & Inequalities, Equations of Lines, Equations of Circles.
During weeks four-six, videos were assigned for the following topics: solving linear and rational
equations, solving equations involving radicals and absolute value, and solving inequalities.
Study-guides were introduced during the instruction of this unit. The study-guides were copied
and given to students to focus their note-taking while viewing video lectures. During week five,
students completed the first cooperative laboratory activity, titled Introduction and Basic Graphs.
The teacher journal indicated that the instructor felt constrained by the online homework
assignments because they dictated course sequence and schedules so she introduced soft
deadlines for the online homework assignments. Instead of opening and closing online
homework assignments as topics were covered, all homework assignments for a given unit
would open on day one of that unit and close the day of the unit exam.
Unit Three- Functions and their graphs, math models, quadratic functions. Three video
lectures were assigned during weeks seven-nine. The topics of the videos were: Functions,
Graphing Techniques, and Quadratic Functions. Study-guides were distributed to students prior
to the video assignment and a problem set of five to ten problems was given to students to
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complete in groups during face-to-face sessions following a video assignment. The online
homework assignments for unit three were opened on day one of the unit and closed on the day
of the unit exam.
With many course components and various face-to-face and homework formats, the
instructor provided students a detailed organizer of weekly events, so during week nine a
syllabus addition was given to students. The addition outlined pacing, weekly lab topics, daily
face-to-face class session formats, video lecture assignments and due dates, and a suggested
online homework pace.
Nine students responded to an anonymous survey administered online during the eighth
week of the semester. All nine respondents reported that they were satisfied with the design of
the online videos and all nine respondents indicated that they were satisfied with the use of faceto-face time. Students were asked to respond to four open-ended questions. The questions were:
How do you feel about watching lectures online at home and working on problems in class?
What suggestions do you have that might make the videos more helpful? What suggestions do
you have that might make the face-to-face time more helpful? What would have helped you
better prepare for the last test? Four students provided responses to the open ended questions.
Two themes emerged due to the frequency of their occurrence throughout the open ended
responses: three out of the four students identified the opportunity to self-pace and three out of
the four students identified the freedom to ask questions as a benefit of watching lectures online
outside of class and working problems in class. Students felt that the videos provided an
opportunity for them to slow the instruction down to meet their individual needs. For example,
one student wrote, "I feel the online videos are extremely helpful. It's nice to sit down and take it
at my own pace." Students also indicated that the videos afforded them the opportunity to ask
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questions during the face-to-face meetings. For example, one student wrote, "I enjoy this
because the class has time to get all of [our] questions asked instead of people being left
confused." Another wrote, "I can bring in problems that I didn't understand and she can explain
them to me face-to-face."
When asked for suggestions for improving the instruction of the class, students suggested
using different colored pens throughout the videos and providing deeper explanations in the
videos. One student wrote that the videos were helpful but "extremely time consuming". See
Table 10 for a summary of student perceptions.
Table 10
Summary of Student Perceptions during Week 8 in Case 1

Video Lectures

Face-to-face sessions

Student Perceptions of Instruction
 All survey respondents were
satisfied with the design of the
video lectures
 Video lectures allowed students to
self-pace instruction



Suggestions for
improvement





All survey respondents were
satisfied with the formats of the
face-to-face sessions
Students had more time to ask
questions regarding the material
Use different colored pens in the
video lectures
Provide deeper explanations in the
video lectures
Shorten the length of the video
lectures

Unit Four- Polynomial Functions, Rational Functions, Fundamental Theorem of
Algebra. During weeks ten-twelve, three video lectures were assigned, the topics were: Rational
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Functions, Graphs of Rational Functions, and Complex Zeros. Study-guides were distributed to
students prior to the video assignment and a problem set was given to students to complete in
groups during face-to-face sessions following a video assignment. The online homework
assignments for unit three were opened on day one of the unit and closed on the day of the unit
exam. The Wednesday laboratory topics were Quadratic Functions and Polynomial Functions.
Unit Five- Logarithmic and Exponential Functions. During weeks thirteen and fourteen,
two video lectures were assigned. The topics were Logarithmic Functions and Exponential
Functions. The same basic format established through the previous units was implemented.
Group work was assigned during face-to-face sessions following a video assignment. The online
homework was open throughout the instruction of the unit. Study-guides and a schedule
outlining weekly lab topics, daily face-to-face class session formats, video lecture assignments
and due dates, and a suggested online homework pace were distributed to students. The
Wednesday laboratory topic was Exponential Functions.
During week fifteen a face-to-face lecture was provided on systems of linear equations
and a video lecture was provided on solving systems of linear equations with matrices. The
Wednesday laboratory session topic was Logarithmic Functions. During the last two face-toface class sessions, students asked questions on material in preparation for the cumulative final
exam.
Assessment Strategies. Cooperative laboratory worksheets were collected and graded
once a week, and the grade was applied to the laboratory component of the course which
accounted for 15% of the student’s final grade. Participation points were awarded to all students
for attendance, performance on quizzes, and performance on in-class group work assignments.
The grade was applied to the participation component of the course which accounted for 10% of
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the student’s final grade. Online homework assignments were graded electronically and the
grade was applied to the online homework component of the course or15% of the student’s final
grade. Performance on five unit exams accounted for 40% of the final grade and performance on
the final exam accounted for 20% of the final grade.
Table 11
Summary of Teaching Model Implementation during Case 1
Weeks
1
2
3

Unit
Unit 1: Pre-college
Algebra Review

Lab Sessions
Online homework
Online homework
Test 1

4
5
6

Unit 2: Solving
Equations &
Inequalities, Equations
of Lines, Equations of
Circles

Online homework
Basic graphs
Test 2

7
8
9

Unit 3: Functions and
their graphs, Math
models, quadratic
functions

Graphing
Techniques
The Box Problem
Test 3

10
11
12

Unit 4: Polynomial
Functions, Rational
Functions, Fundamental
Theorem of Algebra
Unit 5: Logarithmic
and Exponential
Functions

Quadratic Functions
Polynomial
Functions
Test 4
Exponential
Functions
Test 5

Systems of Linear
Equations

Logarithms Lab
Final Exam

13
14

15
Finals
Week

Video Lectures
*Factoring
Polynomials
*Operations on
Rational Expressions
*Solving Linear and
Rational Equations
*Solving Equations
(abs. value, radical)
*Solving
Inequalities
*Functions
*Graphing
Techniques
*Quadratic
Functions
*Rational Functions
*Graphs of Rational
Functions
*Complex Zeros
*Logarithmic
Functions
*Exponential
Functions
*Solving Systems of
Linear Equations

Teaching Decisions

*Study-guides
introduced
*Soft deadlines for
online homework
introduced
*Syllabus addition
introduced
*Survey given to
students for feedback
regarding instruction
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Evaluation. The teaching model was evaluated by assessing its effectiveness and appeal.
Effectiveness. Effectiveness of the teaching model was evaluated by reporting class
averages on unit exams, the final exam and the DFW rate (the percentage of students
withdrawing or earning grades of a “D” or “F” in a course).
DFW rate. Of the 40 student enrolled in the course, 52.5% either earned a D, an F, or
withdrew from the course. The DFW rate for the other sections of 5-day college algebra was
34.3% and for all sections of 126 (versions B and C) was 34.4%. See Table 12 for a summary of
DFW rates.
Table 12
Comparison of DFW Rates for Case 1

DFW Rate

Flipped
Section

Other 5-day
Sections

All Sections of
Versions B & C

52.5%

34.3%

34.4%

All Sections
(excluding
flipped sections)
34.4%

n=40

n=407

n=1428

n=1835

Student grades. Final course grades and class averages for all unit exams and the final
exam serve as baseline data for subsequent iterations of the course. Class averages were
calculated for students who took each exam. The final grade class average was calculated for all
students who completed the final exam. A summary of these grades is reported in Table 13.
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Table 13
Class Averages on Unit Exams, Final Exam, and Final Course Grade
Exam 1

Exam 2

Exam 3

Exam 4

Exam 5

77.5%

63.6%

67.0%

67.5%

n=33

n=33

n=30

n=31

70.8%

Final
Exam
58.5%

Final
Grade
69.5%

n=27

n=30

n=30

Appeal. Appeal of the teaching model was evaluated by analyzing student perceptions of
their learning, of the instructor, and of the instruction of the course. Table 14 provides a
summary of the teaching model’s appeal for case 1.
Student perceptions of the instruction of the course. Six students responded to an
anonymous survey administered during the last week of class. When asked if the video lectures
viewed outside of class helped students successfully complete the class, five of the six students
said that they strongly agree. All six students indicated that the face-to-face time helped them
successfully complete the class. When asked to rank order the components of the course (online
lecture videos, face-to-face class time, computer laboratories, online homework, and quizzes),
four students chose face-to-face class time and two students chose video lectures as most helpful
with respect to their learning. Five of the six students responded that they were satisfied with the
design and content of the online video lectures and all six said that they were satisfied the use of
face-to-face class time.
Three student interviews were conducted during the Spring 2013 semester to gain deeper
insight into student perceptions regarding the instructional approach used to teach the course.
Based on their high frequency of occurrence throughout the interview transcripts, two themes
were identified with respect to student perceptions regarding the instruction of the course. All
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three students discussed the interconnectedness of instructional components and all three
students reported having more time for student questions during face-to-face class time.
All three students mentioned how the various components work together to foster student
leaning. For example, when asked, “Which component was most helpful in terms of helping you
learn?” one student said, “You can’t really take one or the other, because yes, you have the
videos and it’s like having class at home, but then if you don’t understand any of it, you need the
class to ask. So they kind of go hand and hand, you can’t have one without the other.” Another
student who earned a D in the course and was retaking the class with another instructor at the
time of the interview said with regard to the flipped approach, “I definitely learned more,
definitely had a better understanding with the group work, the videos, the study-guides, I learned
it, it was all right there, it was up to the students still, but you provided all that the student needs
to be successful.”
The instructional strategy provided more time for students to ask questions in class. All
three students responded that they liked being able to ask questions in class regarding material
with which they were having trouble. One student said, “In a normal class, the teacher is just
preaching at you…with the videos you can watch them and then you ask questions…you had a
class where you could actually ask questions.” Another student said, “I really liked the videos
she would do for us in place of class on certain days. The study guides were a helpful learning
tool as well. I used them for reference a lot when doing homework. Near the end of the semester
she made class schedules for what we would be doing everyday which helped me stay on track
immensely.”
Student perceptions of the instructor. The interview transcripts revealed that students felt
that the flipped classroom approach could only be as effective as the instructor using it. The
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instructor was described as approachable, enthusiastic, and interactive with students. For
example, when asked if he would recommend a flipped college algebra class to friend over a
traditional class one student said, that he would only if he knew that the instructor he had would
teaching the class. He went on to say, “The way [she] set up the class, it was enjoyable, I felt that
it was not hard to succeed, all of the tools were there, it was interesting, a good time, she
interacted with the students.” Another student said, “She was so enthusiastic, so helpful, so
nice…I feel that personality really does matter when your teaching because it effects people.”
Ten students responded to university course evaluations. Students responded to questions
regarding the instructor using a five point scale. They rated the instructor’s enthusiasm
5.00/5.00, mastery of subject-matter 5.00, encouragement of student questions 5.00, teaching
effectiveness 5.00 and maintenance of a positive atmosphere 5.00.
Student perceptions of their learning. With respect to the university course evaluations,
students were asked to rate their learning in the course (i.e., very little, some, more than average,
quite a lot), six out of ten students rated their learning as quite a lot and four rated their learning
as more than average. When asked if the video lectures help them to understand the material,
eight students responded “always”, one responded “frequently”, and one responded “rarely”.
The overall rating of the course was (4.7 out of 5.00). One students commented, “Probably the
best math teacher I've ever had. Very effective teaching method. Presented material in a way I
could understand and remember. Really liked this class.”

Table 14
Summary of Teaching Model’s Appeal in Case 1
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Appeal of the Teaching Model
Instruction

Instructor

Student Learning

Student Perceptions
 Components of the model work together to foster
student learning
 The teaching model afforded students more time to
ask questions in class
 Overall rating of the course (4.7/5.0)
 Instructor was described as “approachable”,
“enthusiastic”
 Students felt the teaching model fostered more
student/teacher interaction
 Students rated the instructor as follows:
 enthusiasm (5/5)
 mastery of subject matter (5/5)
 encouragement of student questions (5/5)
 teaching effectiveness (5/5)
 maintenance of positive atmosphere (5/5)
 Students rated their overall learning (4.6/5.0)
 Students rated their learning with respect to the
video lectures (4.5/5)

Case 2: Spring 2013
Case 2 was a 15-week college algebra course offered during the Spring 2013 semester.
Forty students were enrolled in the class, with 23 students signing consent forms agreeing to
participate in this study. The class met five days a week for 50 minutes each day.
Design. As in case 1, the major components of the college algebra course were to be
reflected in the course design. Grades specific to video lectures and accompanying assignments
were to be applied to students’ participation grade. All students were to completed the same
online homework assignments, interactive computer laboratories, and exams.
Instructional materials. All instructional materials used in case 1 were also used in case
2.
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Course sequence. The course was divided by five units of material as stated in the
course syllabus. The course sequence dictated by the course syllabus did not change from case 1
to case 2 (see Table 7).
Design decisions. Videos were available for all sections of material to be covered
throughout the course. As in case 1, face-to-face session formats were to include question and
answer sessions, group work problems sets, and cooperative laboratory activities, however;
videos were to be assigned four to five nights a week for homework. In addition to the videos,
students were to complete online homework assignments for each section of material. Since
students would have both video lectures and online assignments for homework, soft-deadlines
for the online assignments were used. All homework assignments for each of the five units were
opened on the first day of the unit and closed on the day of the unit exam. This decision was
made in an attempt to accommodate individual student schedules and to provide students the
opportunity to ask questions regarding homework assignments and subsequently the opportunity
to revisit assignments and make corrections.
Resources offered inside the online homework package were made accessible to students.
For example, if a student did not know how to solve a problem on the online homework
assignment, they were able to click on one of three buttons for additional help, the buttons were
“view an example”, “help me solve this”, and “textbook”. “View an example” would show the
student a worked problem (step by step) similar to the question being asked of them. “Help me
solve this” would ask the student to complete individual, successive steps until the problem is
solved correctly. “Textbook” would take the student to the section of the textbook related to the
specific question being asked.
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Study-guides for each section of material and calendars were copied and combined into
unit packets for each of the five units. A unit packet was distributed to each student on the first
day of each unit. Therefore, students would have all study-guide materials that would
accompany any video or in-class lectures as well as a calendar specifying due dates and pacing
for each unit. In order to see a clearer picture of the design, Table 15 compares the instructional
design of week 10 from case 1 with that from case 2. For a summary of design decisions see
Table 16.
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Table 15
Comparison of Course Design: Case 1 versus Case 2-Week 10
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Table 16
Summary of Design Decisions for Case 2

Implementation. The second implementation of this teaching model was a “truer”
flipped classroom teaching strategy as there were video lectures for all sections of material. All
lectures could be viewed outside of class and most face-to-face sessions could be used for nontraditional means of instruction. Table 18 summarizes the implementation of the teaching model
for case 2.
Teaching Strategy. In addition to the videos implemented in case 1 (approximately two
per week), new videos were produced and implemented throughout the semester. The
instructor/researcher assigned video lectures for homework four-five nights a week. The online
homework for each unit was assigned on the first day of that unit and due the morning of the unit
test. This strategy provided students flexibility and the opportunity to ask questions regarding
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homework assignments and subsequently the opportunity to revisit assignments and make
corrections. Students took responsibility to complete the online homework assignments after the
section was covered via video, question/answer sessions, or in-group work.
Unit One-Pre-college algebra review. On day one, the course was introduced and a faceto-face lecture was provided for the first section of material, number sets. A unit packet was
distributed to each student containing the study-guides for the unit and a calendar with due dates
and pacing. Students were asked to view a video on algebra essentials for homework to prepare
for a group work assignment during the next in-class session. Like in case 2, students met in the
laboratory every Wednesday. During the first Wednesday, students were introduced to the
technology components of the course; the course management system and the online homework
system. During the second Wednesday, students completed an assignment on factoring
techniques in the online homework system. The unit exam was administered during the third
laboratory session.
The design plan called for the instructor to administer a short (one or two question quiz)
at the beginning of class to assess who watched the videos and to check for understanding
regarding the material taught on the videos. However, quizzes were administered sporadically.
The teacher journal indicated that students frequently entered the class with questions and that
after student questions were addressed, the instructor felt that there was not enough time for a
quiz.
Unit Two- Solving Equations & Inequalities, Equations of Lines, Equations of Circles.
During weeks four through six, videos were assigned for all topics. Face-to-face class sessions
began with a 15-20 minute question and answer session. The second half of class was dedicated
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to group work. A problem set of five to ten questions was distributed to groups of two to three
students to complete cooperatively and was collected at the end of class.
During week five, students completed their first cooperative laboratory activity, titled
Introduction and Basic Graphs. Students completed the unit exam during the Wednesday
laboratory session during week six.
“You try” examples were developed and implemented into the video lectures. For
example, a step-by-step process for finding the equation of a line given two points on that line
was explained in a video. After the process was modeled throughout a couple of examples,
students were given an opportunity to pause the video and try to complete the process on their
own with a new example. During the first half of the semester, the instructor collected students’
attempts on the “you try” problems. These problems were used as evidence that the video
homework assignment had been completed and to check for understanding of the material
covered in the video. The teacher journal indicated that collecting “you try’s” posed a problem
because students often had questions. If she addressed the questions before she collected the
sheet, the sheet no longer severed as evidence that students viewed the video. The instructor felt
that it was more important to answer student questions and stopped collecting the “you try”
examples mid-semester. Occasionally the instructor collected the study-guides and checked
them for completion or as proof that students watched the assigned video(s), however; she often
felt that students’ needed the study-guides with them as they contained their notes and worked
examples.
Unit Three-Functions and their graphs, math models, quadratic functions. The same
format was implemented in unit three during weeks seven through nine. Videos were assigned
as homework for all sections of material. The online homework assignments were assigned on
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day one of the unit and were due the day of the unit exam. A unit packet was distributed on day
one of the unit. Face-to-face class sessions began with a 15-20 minute question and answer
session. The second half of class was dedicated to group work. A problem set of five to ten
questions were distributed to groups of two to three students to complete cooperatively and was
collected at the end of class. Wednesday laboratory topics included Graphing Techniques and
The Box. The unit exam was administered during week nine.
Nine students responded to an anonymous survey administered online during the eighth
week of the semester. All nine respondents said that they were satisfied with the design of the
online videos and all nine respondents said that they were satisfied with the use of face-to-face
time. Students were asked to respond to four open-ended questions. Five students provided
responses to the open ended questions. When asked about their feelings regarding the flipped
classroom instructional approach, one theme emerged due to the frequency of its occurrence
throughout the open-ended responses – the opportunity to self-pace. Three out of the five
students felt that the videos provided an opportunity for them to slow the instruction down to
meet their individual needs. For example, one student wrote, “I greatly enjoy being able to
review lecture material at my own pace via the online lecture videos. It allows me to clarify any
questions I may have and provides motivation to be prepared for the next day’s activity.”
In addition to the opportunity to self-pace theme, several suggestions were made by
regarding the flipped classroom approach. The suggestions included: provide more examples for
students to try problems, provide solutions to those problems during the videos, give general
explanations regarding course material rather than focus on specific questions during the face-toface meeting, and provide a study-guide for the unit test with solutions prior to the unit test.
Table 17 summarizes student perceptions regarding the instructional approach during case 2.
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Table 17
Summary of Student Perceptions During Week eight in Case 2

Video Lectures

Face-to-face sessions

Student Perceptions of Instruction
 All survey respondents were satisfied
with the design of the video lectures
 Video lectures allowed students to selfpace instruction



Suggestions for
improvement





All survey respondents were satisfied
with the formats of the face-to-face
sessions
Students had more time to ask
questions regarding the material
Provide more “you try” examples in
the videos
Provide general explanations in class
rather than work specific problems
Provide unit exam study-guides and
solutions

Unit Four-Polynomial Functions, Rational Functions, Fundamental Theorem of Algebra
& Unit Five- Logarithmic and Exponential Functions. During weeks ten-fourteen, video lectures
were assigned for all topics. A unit packet was distributed on day one of the unit. Face-to-face
class sessions began with a 15-20 minute question and answer session. The second half of class
was dedicated to group work. A problem set of five to ten questions were distributed to groups
of two to three students to complete cooperatively and was collected at the end of class. The
Wednesday laboratory topics were: Quadratic Functions, Polynomial Functions, and Exponential
Functions.
During week fifteen a face-to-face lecture was provided on systems of linear equations
and a video lecture was provided on solving systems of linear equations with matrices. The
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Wednesday laboratory session topic was Logarithmic Functions and two days were reserved for
review for the final exam.
Assessment strategies. Assigned group work was collected and graded, and the grade
was applied to the participation component of the course which accounted for 10% of the final
grade. Cooperative laboratories were collected and graded. The grade was applied to the
laboratory component of the course or 15% of final grade. Participation points were awarded
for attendance, study-guide completion and “you try” examples. The participation component
contributed to 10% of the final grade. Online homework assignments were graded
electronically and applied to the online homework component of the course or 15% of final
grade. Performance on five unit exams accounted for 40% of the final grade and performance
on the final exam accounted for 20% of the final grade.
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Table 18
Summary of the Implementation of the Teaching Model During Case 2
Weeks

Unit

Lab Sessions

Videos (Case 1)

1
2
3

Unit
1

Online homework
Online homework
Test 1

4
5
6

Unit
2

Online homework
Basic graphs
Test 2

7
8
9

Unit
3

Graphing
Techniques
The Box Problem
Test 3

10
11
12

Unit
4

13
14

Unit
5

Quadratic
Functions
Polynomial
Functions
Test 4
Exponential
Functions
Test 5

*Rational
Functions
*Graphs of
Rational Functions
*Complex Zeros
*Logarithmic
Functions
*Exponential
Functions

Logarithms Lab
Final Exam

*Solving Systems
of Linear Equations

15
Finals
Week

*Factoring
Polynomials
*Operations on
Rational
Expressions
*Solving Linear
and Rational
Equations
*Solving Equations
(abs. value, radical)
*Solving
Inequalities
*Functions
*Graphing
Techniques
*Quadratic
Functions

Videos Added
(Case2)
*Real Numbers
*Alg/Geo Essentials
*nth roots/rational
exponents

Teaching
Decisions

*Complex Numbers
*Intercepts and
Symmetry
*Lines

*“you try”
examples
introduced in
video lectures

*Circles
*Piece-wise
Functions
*Math Models
*Composite
Functions
*Real Zeros of
Polynomial
*Inverse Functions

*Survey given to
students for
feedback regarding
instruction

*Properties of
Logarithmic
Functions
*Logarithmic and
Exponential
Equations
*Financial Models
* Solving Systems of
Linear Equations:
Matrices

Evaluation. The teaching model was evaluated by assessing its effectiveness and appeal.
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Effectiveness. Effectiveness of the teaching model was evaluated by reporting class
averages on unit exams, the final exam, the DFW rate (the percentage of students withdrawing or
earning grades of a “D” or “F” in a course) and analyzing a sample of student responses on
specific unit exam questions.
DFW rate. Of the 40 student enrolled in the course, 42.5% either earned a D, an F, or
withdrew from the course. The DFW rate for all sections of 5-day college algebra was 43.5%
and for all sections of 126 (versions B and C) was 41.3%. (See Table 19.)
Table 19
Comparison of DFW Rates for Case 2

DFW Rate

Flipped
Section

Other 5-day
Sections

All Sections
Of Versions
B&C

42.5%

43.6%

41.3%

All Sections
(excluding
flipped
section)
41.3%

n=40

n=245

n=627

n=872

Student grades. Final course grades and class averages for all unit exams and the final
exam were reported. Averages were calculated for students who took each exam. The final
grade class average was calculated for all students who completed the final exam. A summary of
these grades is reported in Table 20.
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Table 20
Class Averages on Unit Exams, Final Exam, and Final Course Grade for Case 2
Exam 1

Exam 2

Exam 3

Exam 4

Exam 5

82.1%

60.3%

68.1%

72.3%

n=40

n=39

n=35

n=32

76.1%

Final
Exam
58.2%

Final
Grade
73.7%

n=32

n=33

n=33

Student responses to specific questions on Unit Exam 3, Unit Exam 4, and Final Exam.
Two questions from test three, one question from test four, and one question from the final exam
were chosen for analysis. A sample of six student responses was analyzed. A summary of these
responses is provided in Table 21. On unit exam three, question one, students were asked to
identify domain and range of a polynomial function by looking at its graph. Of the six student
responses analyzed, one student answered this question incorrectly. The student incorrectly
identified the range as [6, ) instead of (,6] .
The second question analyzed from exam three asked students to identify the correct
mathematical model. All versions of the question asked students to identify the correct model
that expressed the distance d from point P(x, y) on the graph of y  x to a point of the x-axis.
The point on the x-axis varied from problem to problem. Of the six student exams analyzed,
three students answered the question incorrectly. Two of the students that answered incorrectly
were asked to model the distance to (2,0), one answered “none of these” and the other answered

d  x 2  5x  4 . The correct answer was d  x 2  3x  4 . The other student that answered
incorrectly had to model the distance to (-2, 0). The student answered d  x 2  3x  4 when
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the correct answer was d  x 2  5x  4 . It is possible that students made sign errors when
using the distance formula to build the model.
On unit exam question four, students were asked to algebraically find the domain of a
rational function. All six students whose exams were analyzed answered this question correctly.
On the final exam, students were asked to build a model to express volume of a box as a
function of x and to apply the model to answer a specific question. Four of the six students
whose tests were analyzed answered this question incorrectly. The size of the square cut from
each corner of the sheet metal as well as the volume of the box varied from question to question.
Two of the students who answered incorrectly were asked to find the length of the sides of the
square of sheet metal if the volume of the box was 676 cubic inches and a square of side 4 inches
was cut from each corner. One student chose 23 inches and the other chose 25 inches. The
correct answer was 21 inches. The other two students who answered incorrectly were asked to
find the length of the sides of the square of sheet metal if the volume of the box was 867 cubic
inches and a square of side 3 inches was cut from each corner. One student chose “none of these”
and the other chose 28 inches. The correct answer was 23 inches. Most likely students that
answered incorrectly guessed the answer. Although all of the answer choices are similar, there
are no obvious arithmetic or algebraic errors that would result in arriving at the incorrect answer
choices.
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Table 21
Summary of Student Responses to Exam Questions
Test Question

Incorrect Responses

Possible Reasons

Test 3: Domain and
Range-Graphically

1/6

Students flip/flop correct domain.
Identified [3, ) instead of (,3]

Test 3: Mathematical
Models: Distance

3/6

Test 4: Domain and
Range-Algebraically
Final Exam:
Mathematical Models:
Volume

0/6

Possible sign error using distance
formula
Possible student guessing
No problems

4/6

Possible student guessing

Appeal. Appeal of the teaching model was evaluated by student perceptions of their
learning and of the instruction of the course. Table 22 summarizes the teaching model’s appeal
for case 2.
Student perceptions of the instruction of the course. Five students responded to an
anonymous survey administered during the last week of class. When asked if the video lectures
viewed outside of class helped students successfully complete the class, one student strongly
agreed, three agreed, and one was neutral. Three students strongly agreed and two agreed that
the face-to-face time helped them successfully complete the class. When asked to rank order the
components of the course (online lecture videos, face-to-face class time, computer laboratories,
online homework, and quizzes), four students chose face-to-face class time and one student
chose the online homework as most helpful with respect to learning mathematics. All five
students said that they were satisfied with the design and content of the online video lectures and
the use of face-to-face class time. Although students were asked to answer open-ended
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questions, most responses were general; such as “I think the videos are fine as they are,” and “I
think the face-to-face class time is effective when learning the material.”
Two student interviews were conducted during the Fall 2013 semester to gain deeper
insight into student perceptions regarding the instructional approach used to teach the course
during the Spring 2013 semester. Three themes were identified with respect to student
perceptions regarding the instruction of the course; both students referred to the lecture videos as
an important resource, the benefits of working problems in class, and the nurturing classroom
culture.
Video lectures were viewed as a resource. For example, one student said, “It’s kind of
like having your teacher there but you’re in your dorm room or wherever you may be doing your
homework.” Both students reported that they liked having the study-guide to follow as they
viewed the videos and that they liked that their instructor authored the videos. They felt that the
study-guide forced them to take organized notes while viewing the lecture. One student said, “I
know for me once I write something, it sticks better and without it, I think I would have just
forgotten everything…it would have gone over my head.” Another said regarding the instructor
authored videos, “It made a difference that it was you (the instructor) talking to us; I’m used to
how you teach, how you’re explaining things.”
Students felt that the instructional approach allowed them to work problems in class and
in turn spend more time with the teacher focusing on what they did not know. One student said,
“If it was just lecture and we weren’t working problems by ourselves, then I don’t think we all
would have been able to grasp everything as well because math is like a hands-on kind of thing.
If you just hear it, it doesn’t really help.” Another said, “I think every time we came into class,
we didn’t waste time, we had time to ask questions and focus on what we didn’t understand.”
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Although students appreciated having more time in class to ask questions; at times they felt that
having to watch videos and complete lengthy online homework sets was a lot to do outside of
class. Sometimes they had to choose to complete one over the other.
The classroom culture was identified as a defining feature of this teaching model. Both
students mentioned that the personal interaction with the teacher and other students positively
impacted their learning. For example, one student said, “In other classes, I’d raise my hand and
ask a question and you could hear the signs of people, like she doesn’t get it. It is a bad feeling.
This was a comfortable classroom; you knew that you were not going to be condemned for
asking questions. You get answers and when you get answers, you learn more, it’s great! I
didn’t feel the urge to sit there and pretend that I understand.” The other student said, “You gave
us a lot of opportunities to practice it and understand it.”
Student perceptions of the instructor. The interview transcripts revealed that students felt
that the instructor was approachable and made the students feel comfortable. One student said,
“The instructor did a good job at getting students to ask questions. I didn’t feel afraid to ask
questions.” Another student added, “You gave us a lot of opportunities to practice and really
understand it. You were always willing to go over it with us again and again.”
Twenty-five students responded to course evaluations. Students responded to questions
using a five point scale. They rated the instructor’s enthusiasm 4.88, mastery of subject-matter
5.00, encouragement of student questions 4.92, teaching effectiveness 4.84 and maintenance of a
positive atmosphere 4.96.
Student perceptions of their learning. Twenty-five students responded to course
evaluations administered at the end of the semester. When students were asked to rate their
learning in the course with respect to what they knew about the subject before the course, five
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rated their learning as quite a lot and thirteen rated their learning as more than average. When
asked to rate their overall learning in the course on a five point scale, the average rating was
4.68.
Table 22
Summary of the Teaching Model’s Appeal for Case 2
Appeal of the Teaching Model
Instruction

Instructor

Student Learning

Student Perceptions
 Video lectures were a valuable resource outside of
class
 The teaching model afforded students more time to
ask questions in class
 Students had trouble completing both videos and
online homework assignments outside of class
 Comfortable classroom culture
 Overall rating of the course (4.8/5.0)
 Instructor was described as “approachable”
 Students rated the instructor as follows:
 enthusiasm (4.88/5.00)
 mastery of subject matter (5/5)
 encouragement of student questions
(4.92/5.00)
 teaching effectiveness (4.84/5.00)
 maintenance of positive atmosphere
(4.96/5.00)
 Students rated their overall learning (4.68/5.00)

Case 3a and 3b: Fall 2013
Case 3 was divided into two sub-cases, Case 3a and Case 3b. Both sub-cases were 15week college algebra courses offered during the Fall 2013 semester. Forty students were enrolled
in each course and met five days a week for 50 minutes each day. Thirty-five students signed
consent forms agreeing to participate in Case 3a and thirty-seven signed consent forms agreeing
to participate in Case 3b.
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Design. The design for both sub-cases was the same. As in the previous two cases, the
major components of the college algebra course were to be reflected in the course design.
Grades specific to video lectures and accompanying assignments were to be applied to students’
participation grade. All students were to complete the same online homework assignments,
interactive computer laboratories, and exams.
Instructional materials. All instructional materials used in cases one and two were also
used in case 3; however, in case 3 the laboratory manual and lecture study-guides were combined
into one binder that the students purchased with the online homework package.
Course sequence. The course was divided by five units of material as stated in the
course syllabus. The course sequence dictated by the course syllabus changed from cases one
and two to cases 3a and 3b. The sequence of topics to be covered did not change; however, the
sequence of the labs and timing of exams changed. Two new labs, Lines and Rational Functions
were introduced and one lab Exponential Functions that had been implemented in cases one and
two was omitted. In addition, the university implemented a Fall Break so there were no classes
for two days during week nine. This impacted the lab and exam sequence, Test 3 was pushed
from week nine to week ten, test 4 was pushed from week twelve to week thirteen, and test 5 was
pushed from week fourteen to week fifteen. Table 23 summarizes the course sequence for case
3.
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Table 23
Summary of Course Sequence for Case 3
Weeks
1-3
4-6
7-10
11-13
14-15

Unit
Unit 1: Pre-college Algebra Review
Unit 2: Solving Equations & Inequalities, Equations of Lines, Circles
Unit 3: Functions and their graphs, Math models, quadratic functions,
Polynomial Functions
Unit 4: Rational Functions, Fundamental Theorem of Algebra
Unit 5: Logarithmic, Exponential Functions, Systems of Linear Equations

Design decisions. Videos were available for all sections of material to be covered
throughout the course. Student feedback from case 2 indicated that students had trouble
completing both videos and online homework assignments outside of class. As a result, all video
lectures were made available to students, but only one to two sets of videos were assigned per
week (instead of four to five sets per week). When videos were assigned, students were asked to
view the video lecture and complete a five question online quiz before the next face-to-face
session. Either video lectures or online homework was assigned each night. Firm deadlines were
set with respect to online assignments because when given the option, students indicated that the
firm deadlines would help to keep them on task. A weekly agenda was emailed to students every
Monday outlining daily face-to-face class session formats, homework assignments and due dates,
and weekly laboratory topics. As in the first two cases, face-to-face session formats included
question and answer sessions, group work problems sets, and cooperative laboratory activities.
For a summary of design decisions see Table 24.
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Table 24
Summary of Design Decisions for Case 3

Implementation. The third implementation of this teaching model occurred in two
different sections of five-day college algebra, case 3a and case 3b. The teaching and assessment
strategies were the same throughout both sub-cases. Table 26 summarizes the implementation of
the teaching model for case 2.
Teaching strategy.
Unit One –Pre-college algebra review. The first three weeks of the course were spent on
a pre-college algebra review. On the first Wednesday, students met in the laboratory and were
introduced to the course management system and the online homework system. In addition, they
were asked to complete an assignment in the online homework system. During the second
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Wednesday laboratory session, students continued to work in the online homework system, and
on the third Wednesday, they completed the first unit exam on the pre-college algebra review.
Face-to-face lectures or video lectures were provided for all topics. Video lectures were
assigned three times for three different topics; dividing polynomial functions, factoring
polynomials, and operations on rational expressions. Since factoring polynomials and operations
on rational expressions were allotted two days each on the course schedule, instruction for these
topics was started in class with a face-to-face lecture and finished outside of class with a video
lecture. During the second face-to-face class session allotted for that topic, student worked on
problem sets in groups of two or three.
When students were finished watching the video lecture, they were asked to complete a
four-five question quiz in the course management system. Two–three questions were multiplechoice. The purpose of these questions was to verify that the student watched the video. For
example, one question asked for the remainder from the last example worked in the video
lecture.
The remaining questions asked for feedback regarding the instruction. Sixty-eight
students provided comments. The quiz on dividing polynomials revealed 47 students liked the
clear, step-by-step process provided in the videos . In addition, 42 students liked that they could
control the pace of instruction. Students could play and re-play the videos as often as they
needed to. Four students felt the video was too long while 23 students wanted to see more
examples or more difficult problems worked. Another suggestion made by seven students was to
include a section on how to check to see if the quotient found was correct.
Seventy-one students provided comments for the quiz on factoring, students indicated
that the videos provided an extra resource that they could refer to for help when not in class.
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When asked which topics they were struggling with, fifteen students indicated that they were
having trouble with factoring the sum and difference of perfect cubes and fourteen students
indicated that they were having trouble factoring trinomials with a lead coefficient not equal to
one. In addition, ten students indicated that they did not how to begin many of the problems and
would like more practice problems (“you try’s”). Since student comments from the factoring
quiz indicated that students wanted more practice problems, an additional video with practice
problems and solutions was added the video set for operations on rational functions.
Seventy-three students provided comments with respect to the quiz on operations of
rational functions. Thirty-three students identified clear explanations as a strong point of the
video lecture. Ten students felt that they better understood how to find the least common
multiple and how this process helped determine the lowest common denominator and eight
students liked the use of different colored pens in the video. Sixteen students indicated that they
liked the extra practice problems and solutions provided in an additional video.
Unit Two-Solving equations and inequalities, lines. During weeks four- six face-to-face
lectures and video lectures were provided for each section. The class met in the laboratory every
Wednesday. On the first Wednesday during unit two, students worked in cooperative groups of
two or three student on a laboratory activity titled Introduction and Basic Graphs. The teacher
journal indicated that students struggled with finding the domain and range, a topic not yet
covered in class. During the second Wednesday laboratory session, students worked
cooperatively on a laboratory activity titled Quadratic Functions. The teacher journal indicated
that student were frustrated because the topic had not yet been covered in class. The last
Wednesday during this unit, students completed the unit two exam.
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Face-to-face lectures or video lectures were provided for all topics in unit two. Video
lectures were assigned twice for two different topics; radical equations and solving inequalities.
Since both of these topics were allotted two days each on the course schedule, instruction for
these topics was started in class with a face-to-face lecture and finished outside of class with a
video lecture. During the second face-to-face class session allotted for that topic, student worked
on problem sets in groups of two or three. When students were finished watching the video
lecture, they were asked to complete a four to five question quiz in the course management
system. Two–three questions were multiple-choice. The remaining questions solicited feedback
regarding the instructional approach.
Sixty-seven students provided comments on the radical equations quiz. One question
asked students, “Now that you have watched a video lecture on solving radical equations at
home, how do you think class time should be spent?” Forty-two students felt that class time
should be spent answering student questions regarding the topic and going over questions from
the online homework assignment on the topic. So, the following class, the instructor opened class
by taking student question and assigning problems similar to those asked in the online homework
assignment to students to compete in their cooperative groups. The other question asked
students if they would recommend the video lecture to a friend. All sixty-seven students
responded yes, their reasons included; the video provided a clear, step-by-step process (47.7%)
and provided lots of worked examples (18%).
The first question on the inequalities quiz asked students if they would recommend the
video to a friend that was struggling with the topic. Of the fifty-five students that responded to
the question, fifty-one students said yes. The most frequently cited reasons were that a clear,
step-by-step process was provided (44%), students can play and re-play the video as often as
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they would like to (23.5%), and that four short videos were provided instead of one long video so
that students could find the topic that they need to review easily (9.8%). The three students that
that answered no said that the topic was too difficult to explain in a video and that if a student
was struggling, they would need face-to-face assistance. The second question asked students
what they thought would improve the video, 15 students said that the video was good as is
(27.7%), 21 students said that they would like more examples (38.1%) and five students
specifically asked for more examples involving absolute value inequalities (9%).
Unit Three-Functions and their Graphs, Quadratics, Polynomial, Composite. The
university implemented a two-day “Fall Recess” during week nine. This recess pushed back the
third unit exam to week ten instead of week nine as in cases one and two. As a result, composite
functions and polynomial functions were included in whereas they were included in unit four in
cases one and two. There were four Wednesday laboratory sessions in this unit: Lines,
Graphing Techniques, The Box, and unit exam three respectively. According to the teacher
journal, all labs throughout this unit ran smoothly with few student complaints. The instructor
indicated that the laboratory topics were better aligned with the topics being addressed in-class.
During weeks seven through ten, face-to-face lectures and video lectures were provided
for each section. In an effort to keep all topics in the fore-front of the students’ mind and to
practice more difficult problems in class, warm up activities were implemented during week
seven. To open class, the instructor would place two-three questions on the board for students to
complete individually. Questions would come from any topic previously covered, not just the
topic covered the class before. Video lectures were assigned for Functions and their graph,
piece-wise functions, quadratic functions and composite functions. Since piece-wise functions
and quadratic functions were allotted two days each on the course schedule, instruction for these
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topics was started in class with a face-to-face lecture and finished outside of class with a video
lecture. During the second face-to-face class session allotted for that topic, student worked on
problem sets in groups of two or three. When students were finished watching the video lecture,
they were asked to complete a four to five question quiz in the course management system.
Two–three questions were multiple-choice. The remaining questions solicited feedback
regarding the instructional approach. Since student feedback has indicated that student want the
opportunity to work tougher problems in class, lectures for piece-wise functions and composite
functions were assigned for homework so that students would have more time in class to ask
questions and work tougher problems.
Sixty-six students responded to the questions on the quiz regarding functions. Students
indicated that they liked the “you try” examples provided in the video lecture and would like to
see more of them in subsequent videos. Many students also indicated that they would like more
examples of worked examples of problems with a higher difficulty level. After reading
responses from the quiz on functions, the instructor added “you try’s” to the remaining video
lectures to be assigned for unit three.
Sixty-two students responded to the quiz on piece-wise functions. The first question
asked students, “with respect to this topic, would you rather spend time in class asking individual
questions or working collaboratively on a problem set in groups?” Twenty-four students said
that they would prefer to work in groups, while thirty-eight students said that they would prefer
to ask individual questions. The second question asked, “What would make face-to-face time
better?” Eleven students said that face-to-face time was good as is, the others provided the
following suggestions: working more examples, working tougher examples, allowing for more
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student questions, and providing more in depth explanations. Several students commented that
they liked the warm up exercises.
Sixty students provided feedback on the Quadratics Function video. The first question
asked, “Do you think the videos help you learn more about quadratic functions?” Forty-eight
students answered yes and provided comments such as: the videos provided a clear, step-by-step
process, the videos allow students to play and re-play the lecture as often as they like, and the
videos provide students with a extra resource at home. Twelve students answered “no” and
provided comments such as: “the videos are too long”, “the topic was too complicated to be
taught in a video”, and that they were not able to ask questions immediately when they had
questions.
Although students completed a quiz after viewing the lecture on composite functions,
there were no questions soliciting student feedback. However, an anonymous online survey was
administered outside of class during week nine. Nineteen students responded. When asked to
rank order the components of the course (online lecture videos, face-to-face class time, computer
laboratories, and online homework assignments, quizzes), fifteen out of nineteen students felt
that face-to-face time was the most helpful, two felt video lectures were most helpful, one
favored the labs, and one favored the online homework. Thirteen respondents said that they
were satisfied with the design of the online videos and fourteen respondents said that they were
satisfied with the use of face-to-face time. Thirteen out of the nineteen students indicated that
they like working in groups and eighteen out of nineteen students indicated that they felt
prepared for the unit exams that they have taken.
When asked “How do you feel about watching videos at home and working on problems
during face-to-face time?” two themes emerged due to their frequency of occurrence throughout
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the open-ended responses; ability to ask more informed questions and difficulty focusing while
viewing videos. One student wrote, “I love watching the online lectures then going to class and
getting a small review on it then doing problems. I really feel that it significantly helps me learn.
You learn it online then in class it's reinforced and you can ask questions that are more informed.
I love it.” Another student wrote, “I would rather watch lectures at home and then work on
problems face-to-face. I think it gives us more times to ask questions related specifically to the
issues we are having rather than squeezing them in after the information has been taught.”
Although the video lectures facilitated student questioning, some students had difficulty
staying focused while watching videos outside of class. For example, one student wrote, “The
videos are very helpful but I sometimes have a hard time paying attention. When I watch the
videos, if I'm not writing down what you're lecturing about I did myself spacing out a lot more.
In class it's easier to pay attention because we're in a classroom setting.” Table 25 summarizes
student perceptions regarding instruction during week nine.
Table 25
Student perceptions of Instruction during Weeks 9-11

Video Lectures

Face-to-face sessions

Student Perceptions of Instruction
 Most respondents were satisfied with the design
of the video lectures
 Some students had trouble staying focused while
viewing video lectures



Most respondents were satisfied with the formats
of the face-to-face sessions
Students were able to asked more informed
questions regarding the material
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Unit Four- Rational Functions, real and complex zeros, fundamental theorem of algebra.
There were three Wednesday laboratory sessions in this unit: Rational Functions, Polynomial
Functions, and unit exam four respectively. According to the teacher journal, all labs throughout
this unit ran smoothly with few student complaints. The instructor indicated that the laboratory
topics were better aligned with the topics being addressed in-class.
During weeks eleven through thirteen, face-to-face lectures and video lectures were
provided for each section. Video lectures were assigned for Rational Functions, The Real Zeros
of a Polynomial, and Inverse Functions.
Students were not asked for feedback after viewing the rational functions video, and
instead students scheduled conferences with the instructor. Prior to attending the conference,
students were asked to complete a short questionnaire. Students were encouraged to sign up for
a conference but were not required to. Sixty-one students attended conferences. When asked
how they felt they were doing in the course, eight students felt that they were struggling, thirty
students felt that they were doing well, and twenty-two students felt that they were doing
mediocre. When asked which component of the course they liked best, twenty-five students
indicated that no component was their favorite, but that the combination of components
supported their learning. Sixteen students indicated that the online homework was most helpful
and sixteen students indicated that the face-to-face time was most helpful. When asked what
would make the course better, twenty-eight students indicated that no change was need, “the
class was good as it was”, thirty-three students made suggestions such as: review sessions before
exams, slower pace, and more question worked in class that resemble exam questions. Three
students said that they needed to put forth more effort.
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Fifty-six students provided feedback on the Inverse Functions quiz. When asked, “Do
you think watching the video at home provides you more opportunity to ask questions in class?”
Forty-six students responded yes. Comments indicated that students felt that they could ask
more specific questions about what they don’t understand rather than listening to a lecture and
not realizing what they don’t understand until they get home.
Unit-Five-Logarithmic functions, exponential functions, and systems of linear equations.
There were two Wednesday laboratory sessions in this unit: Logarithmic Functions and unit
exam five. According to the teacher journal, all labs throughout this unit ran smoothly with few
student complaints as laboratory topics were better aligned with the topics being addressed inclass.
During weeks fourteen through fifteen, face-to-face lectures and video lectures were
provided for each section. Video lectures were assigned for logarithmic functions and properties
of logarithmic functions. Feedback was collected after students viewed video for properties of
logarithmic functions. Students were asked, “What is one thing that you would change about
this video?” Fifty-three students responded to the quiz. Students indicated that the pace was too
fast and that it was difficult to keep-up taking notes. Other students requested more examples
and more “you try” examples. The second question asked, “What would you like to see worked
tomorrow?” Student indicated that they would like to see tougher problems, examples
containing natural log, examples using sum and difference formulas, and examples using the
change-of –base formula.
Three face-to-face sessions remained for review. The instructor posted two practice
exams in the online homework system and held question and answer sessions during face-to-face
class time. The final exam was Monday of finals week in the laboratory.
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Assessment strategies. Cooperative laboratory worksheets were collected and graded
once a week, and the grade was applied to the laboratory component of the course which
accounted for 15% of the student’s final grade. Participation points were awarded to all students
for attendance, performance on eCampus quizzes, and performance on in-class group work
assignments. The grade was applied to the participation component of the course which
accounted for 10% of the student’s final grade. Online homework assignments were graded
electronically and the grade was applied to the online homework component of the course or15%
of the student’s final grade. Performance on five unit exams accounted for 40% of the final
grade and performance on the final exam accounted for 20% of the final grade.
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Table 26
Summary of Implementation of Teaching Model in Case 3
Weeks

Unit

Labs/Tests

Videos (Assigned)

Student Feedback

1
2
3

Pre-college
Algebra
Review

Online HW
Online HW
Test 1

*Dividing Polynomials
*Factoring
Polynomials
*Operations of
Rational Functions

4
5
6

Solving
Equations &
Inequalities,
Equations of
Lines, Circles

Basic Graphs
Quadratic
Functions Test
2

*Radical Equations
*Solving Inequalities

7
8
9
10

Functions and
their graphs,
Math models,
quadratic
functions,
Polynomial
Functions

Lines
Graphing
Techniques
The Box
Problem
Test 3

*Functions and their
Graphs
*Piece-wise Functions
*Quadratic Functions
*Composite Functions

11
12
13

Rational
Functions,
Fundamental
Theorem of
Algebra
Logarithmic,
Exponential
Functions,
Systems of
Linear
Equations

Rational
Functions,
Polynomial
Functions
Test 4
Logarithmic
Functions
Test 5

*Rational Functions
*The Real Zeros of a
Polynomial
*Inverse Functions

*Videos allow
students to control
pace of instruction
*Videos provide clear
step-by-step process
*Videos provide
valuable resource at
home
*Include how to
check solution in
Dividing Video
*Include more
practice
problems/solutions
*Videos provide clear
step-by-step process
*Extra practice
problems are helpful
*Include word
problem examples
Videos allow students
to control pace of
instruction
*Videos provide clear
step-by-step process
*Include “tougher”
problems in videos
*Work “tougher”
problems in class
See feedback from
survey and student
conferences (Table 25)

14
15

*Logarithmic
Functions
*Properties of
Logarithmic Functions

*Pace was too fast in
video
*include more
examples
*include “tougher”
examples

Design
Decisions

*Added videos
to library
containing
practice
problems/soluti
ons
*Introduced
Warm-up
Activities in
class to practice
“tougher”
problems
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Evaluation. The teaching model was evaluated by assessing its effectiveness and appeal.
Effectiveness. Effectiveness of the teaching model was evaluated by reporting class
averages on unit exams, the final exam and the DFW rate (the percentage of students
withdrawing or earning grades of a “D” or “F” in a course), analyzing a sample of student
responses on specific exam questions, and analyzing student responses on collaborative
laboratory activities.
DFW rate. Of the 40 student enrolled in the course for case 3a, 30% either earned a D,
an F, or withdrew from the course. Of the 40 students enrolled in the course for case 3b, 10
either earned a D, an F, or withdrew from the course. The DFW rate for all other sections of 5day college algebra was 33.8% and for all other sections of 126 (versions A, B, and C) was
25.9%. (See Table 27)
Table 27
Comparison of DFW Rates for Case 3

DFW
Rate

Flipped
Sections

Flipped
Section
Case 3a

Flipped
Section
Case 3b

Other 5day
Sections

All
Sections of
Version B

20%

30%

10%

33.8%

34.5 %

All Sections
(excluding
flipped
sections)
34.2%

n=80

n=40

n=40

n=520

n=797

n=1317

Student grades. Final course grades and class averages for all unit exams and the final
exam were reported. Averages were calculated for students who took each exam. The final
grade class average was calculated for all students who completed the final exam. Of the five
students that earned F’s in case 3a, two stopped attending within the first month of class. Of the
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three students that earned F’s in case 3b, two stopped within the first month of class. A
summary of these grades for case 3a is reported in Table 28 and for case 3b in Table 29.
Table 28
Class Averages on Unit Exams, Final Exam, and Final Course Grade for Case 3A
Exam 1

Exam 2

Exam 3

Exam 4

Exam 5

84.3%

71.1%

69.0%

76.2%

n=39

n=39

n=37

n=35

80.1%

Final
Exam
63.5%

Final
Grade
78.1%

n=34

n=34

n=34

Table 29
Class Averages on Unit Exams, Final Exam, and Final Course Grade for Case 3B
Exam 1

Exam 2

Exam 3

Exam 4

Exam 5

83.8%

79.1%

71.0%

74.9%

n=40

n=39

n=38

n=37

80.2%

Final
Exam
65.9%

Final
Grade
79.9%

n=37

n=37

n=37

.
Student responses to specific questions on Test 3, Test 4, and Final Exam.
Test 3 question (1). Students were asked to identify domain and range of a polynomial
function by looking at its graph. A summary of student responses is provided in Table 30. Of
the six student exams analyzed from case 3a, one student answered this question incorrectly.
The student incorrectly identified the range as [3, ). instead of [3, ). Of the six student
exams analyzed from case 3b, one student answered the question incorrectly. The student
incorrectly identified the range as [6, ). instead of (,6].
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Test 3 question (2). Students were asked to identify the correct mathematical model.
There were several variations of the problem, all versions asked students to identify the correct
model to express the distance d from point P(x, y) on the graph of y  x to a point of the xaxis. The point of the x-axis varied from problem to problem.
Of the six student exams analyzed in case 3a, five students answered the question
incorrectly. Two of the students that answered incorrectly were asked to model the distance to
(-2, 0). Both students answered “none of these”, the correct answer was d  x 2  5x  4 . Two
of the students that answered incorrectly were asked to model the distance to (-1, 0). One of the
students answered “none of these”, the other answered d  x 2  x when the correct answer
was d  x 2  3x  1 . One of the students that answered incorrectly was asked to model to
distance to (0,0), the student answered “none of these”.
Of the six student exams analyzed in case 3b, four students answered the question
incorrectly. One of the students that answered incorrectly was asked to model the distance to (2,
0). The student answered d  x 2  3x  4 the correct answer was d  x 2  3x  4 . Two of the
students that answered incorrectly were asked to model the distance to (-1, 0). One student
answered “none of these”, the other answered d  x 2  x and the correct answer
was d  x 2  3x  1 . One of the students that answered incorrectly was asked to model to
distance to (0,0), the student answered d  x 2  3x  1 where the correct answer was

d  x2  x .
Test 4 question. Students were asked to algebraically find the domain of a rational
function. The given rational function varied from problem to problem. Of the six students
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whose exams were analyzed in case 3a, two students answered this question incorrectly. One
student incorrectly identified the domain of R( x) 

x 1
as {all real numbers except: -1}
x2  4

where the correct answer was {all real numbers}. The other student incorrectly identified the
domain of R( x) 

x 1
as {all real numbers except: -1} where the correct answer was
x  5 x  14
2

{all real numbers except: 7 and -2}.
Of the six students whose exams were analyzed in case 3b, two students answered this
question incorrectly. One student incorrectly identified the domain of R( x) 

x 1
as {all real
x2  4

numbers} where the correct answer was {all real numbers except: -2 and 2}. The other student
incorrectly identified the domain of R( x) 

x2
as {all real numbers except: 2 and -2}
x  2x  1
2

where the correct answer was {all real numbers except: -1}.
Final exam question. Students were asked to express volume of a box as a function of x
and to apply the model to answer a specific question. Five of the six students whose tests were
analyzed from case 3a answered this question incorrectly. The size of the square cut from each
corner of the sheet metal as well as the volume of the box varied from question to question. One
of the students who answered incorrectly was asked to find the length of the sides of the square
of sheet metal if the volume of the box was 676 cubic inches and a square of side 4 inches was
cut from each corner. The student chose “none of these”. The correct answer was 21 inches.
Two students who answered incorrectly were asked to find the length of the sides of the square
of sheet metal if the volume of the box was 588 cubic inches and a square of side 3 inches was
cut from each corner. One student chose 25 inches and the other chose 25 inches. The correct
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answer was 20 inches. One of the students who answered incorrectly was asked to find the
length of the sides of the square of sheet metal if the volume of the box was 1728 cubic inches
and a square of side 3 inches was cut from each corner. The student chose 32 inches. The correct
answer was 30 inches. One of the students who answered incorrectly was asked to find the
length of the sides of the square of sheet metal if the volume of the box was 507 cubic inches and
a square of side 3 inches was cut from each corner. The student chose 21 inches. The correct
answer was 19 inches.
Five of the six students whose tests were analyzed from case 3b answered this question
incorrectly. One of the students who answered incorrectly was asked to find the length of the
sides of the square of sheet metal if the volume of the box was 676 cubic inches and a square of
side 4 inches was cut from each corner. The student chose 23 inches. The correct answer was 21
inches. Another student who answered incorrectly was asked to find the length of the sides of
the square of sheet metal if the volume of the box was 588 cubic inches and a square of side 3
inches was cut from each corner. The student chose 25 inches. The correct answer was 20
inches. One of the students who answered incorrectly was asked to find the length of the sides of
the square of sheet metal if the volume of the box was 1728 cubic inches and a square of side 3
inches was cut from each corner. The student chose 32 inches. The correct answer was 30
inches. One of the students who answered incorrectly was asked to find the length of the sides of
the square of sheet metal if the volume of the box was 867 cubic inches and a square of side 3
inches was cut from each corner. The student chose “none of these”, the correct answer was 23
inches.
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Table 30
Summary of Student Responses on Specific Exam Questions
Test Question

Incorrect responses

Possible mistakes

Test 3: Domain and
Range-Graphically

2/12

Students flip/flop correct
domain. Identified
(3, ) instead of (,3) , sign
error
Possible sign error using
distance formula, possible
student guessing

Test 3:
Mathematical
Models: Distance

9/12

Test 4: Domain and
Range-Algebraically

2/12

Identified zeros of the
numerator, factored incorrectly

Final Exam:
Mathematical
Models: Volume

10/12

Possible student guessing

Laboratory Activity. In The Box Problem activity, students build a box from a sheet of
paper with dimensions 8.5 inches by 11 inches by cutting squares from each corner of the paper
and folding up the sides. Students explore changes of the shape and volume of a box with
respect to the size of the square which is cut out of each corner. A summary of student responses
is provided in Table 31. Students determine the function V  x(11  2 x)(8.5  2 x) that relates
the volume of the box to the size of the square. In addition, they explore relationships among
length, width, and height of the box. Students are asked to identify the domain and range of the
polynomial function that they discovered as well as the restricted domain and range, the meaning
of the x-intercepts, and the meaning of the local maximum of the polynomial as it relates to the
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context of The Box Problem. Last, students are asked to identify the dimensions that will
maximize the volume of the box.
In case 3a, thirteen laboratory activities were available for analysis. Since students
worked in pairs and triads, twenty-eight students completed the laboratory activity. Students
were asked to identify the domain and range of the polynomial function that they defined to
relate the volume of the box to the size of the square corner removed from the piece of paper.
All students came up with the correct function: V  x(11  2 x)(8.5  2 x) . See Figure 11 for a
picture of the graph. The domain of the function without considering the context of the box
problem is {all real numbers}. Two students on one lab incorrectly identified the domain and
range of the polynomial function. The graph of the polynomial that they drew on the activity
paper was incomplete; it appeared as though they did not “zoom out” enough to see the entire
graph.

Figure 11. Picture of the graph of V  x(11  2 x)(8.5  2 x) in the box problem laboratory
activity.
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Eleven students (six labs) incorrectly identified the restricted domain. The restricted
domain was (0,4.25) as only positive numbers in between zero 0 and 4.25 make sense in the
context of the problem. Two students did not answer the question; five students listed the xintercepts instead of the restricted domain, and two students identified only positive real numbers
as the restricted domain. These students did not realize that real numbers beyond 4.25 would not
make sense.
When asked to describe “the real-life meaning” of the x-intercepts, seventeen students (9
labs) answered incorrectly. Two students did not report one of the three x-intercepts, four
students left the question blank, five students answered the question incoherently, and six
students responded incompletely. Those that responded incompletely did not discuss the specific
intercepts or that the intercepts identify where V(x) = 0.
When asked to describe “the real-life meaning” of the local maximum, twenty students
(10 labs) answered incorrectly. Four students left the question blank, three students identified
the restricted domain, thirteen students responded incompletely. Those that responded
incompletely failed to identify both coordinates of the local maximum and failed to identify both
the maximum volume and the “cut size” that yielded the maximum volume.
Lastly, students were asked to identify the dimensions that will maximize the volume of the box.
Four students did not answer the question and four students did not follow directions. Students
were asked to identify dimensions within  0.1 so these four students answers were not rounded
correctly.
In case 3b, thirteen laboratory activities were available for analysis. Since students
worked in groups of two or three, twenty-eight students completed the laboratory activity.
Students were asked to identify the domain and range of the polynomial function that they
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defined to relate the volume of the box to the size of the square corner removed from the piece of
paper. All student came up with the correct function: V  x(11  2 x)(8.5  2 x) . The domain of
the function without considering the context of the box problem is {all real numbers}. All
twenty-eight students identified the domain correctly.
Thirteen students (five labs) incorrectly identified the restricted domain. The restricted
domain was (0,4.25) as only positive numbers in between zero 0 and 4.25 make sense in the
context of the problem. Two students did not answer the question; three students listed the xintercepts instead of the restricted domain, and eight students identified only positive real
numbers as the restricted domain. These students did not realize that real numbers beyond 4.25
would not make sense.
When asked to describe “the real-life meaning” of the x-intercepts, ten students (13 labs)
answered incorrectly. Two students left the question blank, three students answered the question
incoherently, one student described the restricted domain, and six students responded
incompletely. Those that responded incompletely did not discuss the specific intercepts or that
the intercepts identify where V(x) = 0.
When asked to describe “the real-life meaning” of the local maximum, fourteen students
(7 labs) answered incorrectly. Two students described the height of the box when the volume
would be zero and twelve students responded incompletely. Those that responded incompletely
failed to identify both coordinates of the local maximum and failed to identify both the
maximum volume and the “cut size” that yielded the maximum volume.
Lastly, students were asked to identify the dimensions that will maximize the volume of
the box. Four students answered incorrectly. Three students did not round correctly. Students
were asked to identify dimensions within  0.1 .
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Table 31
Summary of Student Responses on The Box Problem Laboratory Activity
Lab Question
Domain and Range

Incorrect Laboratory
Responses
1/26

Restricted Domain
and Range

7/26

Meaning of xintercepts

13/26

Meaning of Local
Maximum

17/26

Common mistakes
*Did not consider a complete
graph, students’ graph was not
zoomed out correctly
*Identified as all positive reals
not realizing that the piece of
paper was 8.5 inches wide so an
x value greater than 4.25 would
not be possible
*Listed the x-intercepts instead
of the restricted domain
*Provided responses that were
too general, students did not
identify specific intercepts or
discuss the meaning of both the
x and y coordinate of the
intercept.
*Provided responses that were
too general, students mentioned
largest volume but did not
identify the x-coordinate (cut
size) that yielded the largest
volume

Appeal. Appeal of the teaching model was evaluated by reporting student perceptions of
their learning and of the instruction of the course.
Student perceptions of the instruction of the course. Thirteen students responded to an
anonymous survey administered during the last week of class. When asked if the video lectures
viewed outside of class helped students successfully complete the class, eight students strongly
agreed, six agreed, and three were neutral. Nine students strongly agreed and three agreed that
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the face-to-face time helped them successfully complete the class. When asked to rank order the
components of the course (online lecture videos, face-to-face class time, computer laboratories,
online homework, and quizzes), nine students chose face-to-face class time, two students chose
the online homework, and two student chose the video lectures as most helpful with respect to
learning mathematics. All thirteen students said that they were satisfied with the design and
content of the online video lectures and the use of face-to-face class time. Ten out of the thirteen
students indicated that they like working in groups and ten out of the thirteen students indicated
that they felt prepared for the unit exams that they have taken.
Forty-nine students completed self-evaluations during the last week of the semester.
Nearly half of the students (23/49) felt that the components of the course worked well together
and did not specify one component when asked, “Which component of the course do you find
most helpful?” Eleven students identified the online homework system, eleven students
identified face-to-face class sessions, two student identified labs, and two students identified the
lecture videos as most helpful.
Five student interviews were conducted during the Fall 2013 semester (three students
from case 3a and two from case 3b) to gain deeper insight into student perceptions regarding the
instructional approach used to teach the course during the Spring 2013 semester. Based on their
high frequency of occurrence throughout the interview transcripts, three themes were identified
with respect to student perceptions regarding the instruction of the course, multiple
resources/varied instructional approach, asking better questions, and classroom culture.
With respect to asking questions, student comments indicated that the teaching strategy
enabled them to ask the right questions which in turn fostered their learning. For example, one
student said, “In other classes, sometimes I’d be asking questions, just wanting to know the
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answer [of the problem], but here, I realized you have to actually know how to do it instead of
…just the answer. It’s kind of asking the questions that figure out what steps you’re missing in
the process and what stuff you’re not understanding or why you’re not getting the right answers
instead of just saying’ what’s the answer’ ”. Another said, “You understood what you knew, just
like you [the instructor] would always say in class, ‘you need to know what you don’t know’. I
understood that. So when I came to class, I could ask better questions to help myself. Whereas
in other classes I just never really ask questions because I don’t know what to ask yet.”
Another theme that surfaced during interviews was that the components of the course
work together to foster student learning. One student said, “I took a math class at a community
college that used the same [online homework] system, and it was just lecture, homework, lecture,
homework…I really liked this one a lot better because I found myself practicing more that way
and just having to apply myself more in this class, unlike at the other college.” Another said, “I
liked the Flipped Classroom because it kind of made everything a little bit different every day, it
wasn’t so typical, so it made focus more…not so boring. Also, I learn by doing things, so it
really helped me to understand better.” Another student added, “I think the structure gave
everyone an opportunity, no matter how they learned, to be able to learn and ask questions.”
The classroom culture was discussed over and over again by students. “It was accessible
to be able to ask questions and we always had time to go over things we didn’t understand. I
also felt like we all got to know each other, a small class atmosphere, it was more personal.”
Another student said, “I thought it was very open. I thought that it was very easy to ask
questions, I didn’t feel uncomfortable. I like that my professor could get to know me.”
Student perceptions of the instructor. In case 3a, thirty students responded to course
evaluations at the end of the semester. Students responded to questions using a five point scale.
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They rated the instructor’s enthusiasm 4.87, mastery of subject-matter 4.8, encouragement of
student questions 4.9, teaching effectiveness 4.86, and maintenance of a positive atmosphere 4.9.
In case 3b, thirty-four students responded to course evaluations. They rated the instructor’s
enthusiasm 4.71, mastery of subject-matter 4.74, encouragement of student questions 4.53,
teaching effectiveness 4.53 and maintenance of a positive atmosphere 4.53.
Student interview data revealed that students believe that the teaching model’s
effectiveness is dependent on the instructor using it. Students identified the following
characteristics held by their teacher as essential with respect to helping students: passion (for
students and subject), enthusiasm, organization, competence, ability to provide clear
explanations, and ability to provide a nurturing environment. One student said, “You need
someone who is nurturing, because people won’t always understand things from the videos and
trying it at home. So you have to have a teacher that is willing to go back through things and
answer questions thoroughly.” Another student said, “You [the instructor] cared a lot about
everyone’s understanding, you never made anyone feel bad for asking questions, or didn’t make
them feel as if they were dragging the class down, and you fully explained everything.”
Student perceptions of their learning. In case 3a, thirty students responded to University
course evaluations administered at the end of the semester. When students were asked to rate
their learning in the course with respect to what they knew about the subject before the course,
eleven rated their learning as “quite a lot” and thirteen rated their learning as “more than
average”. When asked to rate their overall learning in the course, the majority rated their
learning as “excellent” (4.54 on a scale of one to five). In case 3b, thirty-four students responded
to university course evaluations. When students were asked to rate their learning in the course
with respect to what they knew about the subject before the course, seven rated their learning as
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“quite a lot” and seventeen rated their learning as “more than average”. When asked to rate their
overall learning in the course, the majority rated their learning as “excellent” (4.21 on a scale of
one to five).
Forty-nine students completed a self-evaluation questionnaire during the last week of the
semester. The majority of students (31/49) indicated that their feelings regarding their ability to
learn mathematics had changed. Examples of statements that summarize student comments
were: “I still am not a fan of math, but I think I have the ability to succeed in future math classes
after taking this course”, “I now feel more confident with math and problem solving in general. I
no longer view math as an impossible subject”, and “Yes, I feel I am more capable than I thought
when it comes to working and answering problems correctly.”
Eighteen students indicated that their feelings regarding their ability to learn mathematics
have not changed. Examples of statements that summarize student comments were: “No, not
really, math has always been a strong point for me”, “Not at all, I’m terrible at math”, and “No, I
tried my best and still can’t do math.”
Four of the five students interviewed said that the course changed the way they felt about
their ability to do mathematics and subsequently felt more confident in current classes involving
mathematics. Two students indicated that they learned more than in high school mathematics
classes. One said, “I did not remember much apart from, like FOIL [binomial multiplication].
That’s all I got from high school Algebra.” When asked if she retained more from her college
algebra class, she said, “Yes, we did a review quiz from algebra as a bonus in our Trig class this
semester, and I got them all right, it made me happy to know that I retained it.” The other said,
“Math is never going to be my favorite, but this class made me understand a lot more than I did
in high school.” Another student added , “it showed me that I am capable to learn it, and if I take
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the time and ask the right questions and not get frustrated, I can actually learn math.” The
student whose opinion of his ability to learn math did not change indicated that the only reason
he was taking college classes was to please his wife. He felt that mathematics was disconnected
from “real life”. He said, “If they can describe it to me in a way that it actually describes the
function of this in real life, I’d be like, that makes sense but as far as my mind is concerned,
closed up, it’s a game. A game that somebody else invented and I don’t want to play.”
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Table 32
Summary of the Teaching Model’s Appeal for Case 3
Appeal of the Teaching Model
Instruction

Student Perceptions
 Students felt the instructional components worked
together to foster student learning
 The teaching model afforded students time to ask
informed questions in class
 Comfortable classroom culture

Instructor




Student Learning





Instructor was described as passionate, enthusiastic,
organized, competent, and nurturing
Students rated the instructor as follows on the
university survey:
 enthusiasm:
case 3a (4.87/5.00)
case 3b (4.71)
 mastery of subject matter:
case 3a (4.8/5)
case 3b (4.74/5.00)
 encouragement of student questions:
case 3a (4.9/5.00)
case 3b (4.53/5.00)
 teaching effectiveness:
case 3a (4.86/5.00)
case 3b (4.53/5.00)
 maintenance of positive atmosphere:
case 3a (4.9/5.0)
case 3b (4.53/5.00)
Students rated their overall learning on the
university survey:
case 3a (4.54/5.00)
case 3b (4.21/5.00)
Most students indicated that they feel more
confident in their mathematical ability
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Summary of Cases 1-3
For each of the three cases, the documentation of the teaching model was reported in
terms of the design and development cycle: design decisions, implementation, and evaluation.
The design phase was analyzed by reporting changes in the instructional materials and course
sequence and by describing the design decisions made throughout each case. Analysis of the
implementation of the model for each case was reported by describing the teaching and
assessment strategies implemented throughout each unit of material taught and student feedback
regarding those strategies. Summative evaluation of the teaching model was reported on the basis
of summarizing its effectiveness and appeal. Effectiveness of the teaching model was evaluated
by reporting and comparing class averages on unit exams and the final exam, the DFW rate (the
percentage of students withdrawing or earning grades of a “D” or “F” in a course), a sample of
student responses on specific exam questions, and student responses on laboratory activities.
Appeal of the teaching model was evaluated by reporting student perceptions of their learning,
the instructor, and of the instruction of the course. Tables 35 and 36 summarize the changes in
design, implementation and evaluation across all three cases.
Design. Instructional materials were the same for all three deliveries of the course. The
course sequence changed as the University’s schedule forced the shift of some sections of
material from week to week in case 3. In addition, the laboratory activities sequence changed
slightly as the course coordinator attempted to better fit the activities to the course sequence.
During case 1, the instructor began making the lecture videos. The pace at which videos
could be produced dictated the number of videos assigned. One to two videos were assigned
weekly.
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In case 2, the instructor completed the video library and was able to design a “truer”
flipped classroom model. Videos were assigned for homework most days and students asked
questions and worked in groups on problem sets during face-to-face class time. As a result, soft
deadlines were put in place for online homework assignments so that students could make
watching video lectures a priority and complete the online homework at their own pace.
Learning aids such as “view an example” were enabled in the online homework system during
case 2.
Student feedback from case 2 indicated that students had trouble juggling both lecture
homework videos and online homework assignments. As a result, the instructor modified the
course design for case 3. Instruction varied day-to-day. Face-to-face sessions included lecture,
group work, and question and answer sessions. Videos were only assigned once or twice
weekly. In order to encourage students to view the video, students were instructed to complete a
short online quiz after viewing the video. The quiz tested their understanding of the material and
solicited feedback regarding the instruction in the video. In an effort to help students complete
all assigned tasks, a weekly agenda detailing formats of face-to-face class, homework
assignments and due dates, and laboratory topics was distributed to students every Monday.
Implementation. The teaching model evolved throughout the three cases as data
collected and analyzed informed subsequent changes in how the model was to be implemented.
In case 1, one to two videos were assigned weekly. As instruction varied day-to-day, a syllabus
addition was developed and distributed to help students stay organized and prepare for face-toface sessions. In addition, a “fill in the blank” study-guide was distributed to students prior to
video assignments to aid student note-taking while viewing video lectures. Quizzes were
administered intermittently to test for student understanding of material taught in the video
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lecture. However; the instructor often felt pressed for time and preferred to take time to answer
student questions instead of administering a quiz.
During case 2, videos were assigned for homework most days and face-to-face class time
was spent asking and answering questions and working in groups on problem sets. “You try”
examples were introduced in the video lectures. For example, a step-by-step process was
explained in a video. After the process was modeled throughout a couple of examples, students
were given an opportunity to pause the video and try to complete the process on their own with a
new example.
Students had to budget their time outside of class as they were required to view video
lectures and complete online homework assignments. Soft deadlines were implemented with
respect to online homework assignments. All of the homework for one unit was opened on the
first day of instruction for that unit and closed on the day of the unit exam.
During case 3, videos were assigned one to two times a week. Student feedback
indicated that they liked the “you try” examples in the videos and wanted to see more difficult
problems both in class and in the videos. So, videos were developed and added to the library
containing “you try” problem sets and solutions and warm up activities were introduced in class
to facilitate practicing “tougher” problems. Table 34 displays the videos assigned according to
case.
Student feedback regarding the teaching approach was solicited during implementation in
all three cases. Students were satisfied with the design of the video lectures and felt that the
video lectures allowed them to self-pace instructions. Students liked being able to play and replay videos when they needed further clarification. Students were also satisfied with the formats
of face-to-face instructions. Students felt that they had more time to ask questions in class and
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they felt that the teaching model enabled them to ask better or more informed questions in class.
Some students felt that the videos were too long. Student suggestions with respect to the video
lectures included: using different colored pens, providing deeper explanations, providing more
and “tougher” examples, and making them shorter in length. Table 33 summarizes student
perceptions during implementation.
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Table 33
Summary of Student Perceptions during Implementation throughout all three cases

Video Lectures

Face-to-face sessions

Student Perceptions of Instruction
 Students were satisfied with the
design of the video lectures
 Video lectures allowed students to
self-pace instruction





Suggestions for
improvement








Students were satisfied with the
formats of the face-to-face
sessions
Students had more time to ask
questions regarding the material
Students were able to asked more
informed questions regarding the
material
Some students had trouble staying
focused while viewing video
lectures
Use different colored pens in the
video lectures
Provide deeper explanations in the
video lectures
Shorten the length of the video
lectures
Provide more “you try” examples
in the videos
Provide general explanations in
class rather than work specific
problems
Provide unit exam study-guides
and solutions
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Table 34
Summary of Video Lecture Assignments across Cases One, Two, and Three
Lecture Topic
Pre-college
Algebra
Review

Case 1
*Factoring
Polynomials
*Operations on
Rational Expressions

Solving
Equations &
Inequalities,
Equations of
Lines, Circles

*Solving Linear and
Rational Equations
*Solving Equations
(abs. value, radical)
*Solving Inequalities

Functions and
their graphs,
Math models,
quadratic
functions,
Polynomial
Functions

*Functions and their
Graphs
*Graphing Techniques
*Quadratic Functions

Rational
Functions,
Fundamental
Theorem of
Algebra

*Rational Functions
*Graphs of Rational
Functions
*Complex Zeros

Logarithmic,
Exponential
Functions,
Systems of
Linear
Equations

*Logarithmic
Functions
*Exponential
Functions
*Solving Systems of
Linear Equations

Case 2
*Factoring Polynomials
*Operations on Rational
Expressions *Real
Numbers
*Alg/Geo Essentials
*nth roots/rational
exponents
*Solving Linear and
Rational Equations
*Solving Equations (abs.
value, radical)
*Solving Inequalities
*Complex Numbers
*Intercepts and Symmetry
*Lines
*Functions and their
Graphs
*Graphing Techniques
*Quadratic Functions
*Circles
*Piece-wise Functions
*Math Models
*Composite Functions
*Rational Functions
*Graphs of Rational
Functions
*Complex Zeros *Real
Zeros of Polynomial
*Inverse Functions
*Logarithmic Functions
*Exponential Functions
*Solving Systems of
Linear Equations
*Properties of Logarithmic
Functions
*Logarithmic and
Exponential Equations
*Financial Models
* Solving Systems of
Linear Equations:
Matrices

Case 3
*Dividing
Polynomials
*Factoring
Polynomials
*Operations on
Rational Functions
* Solving
Equations (abs.
value, radical)
*Solving
Inequalities

*Functions and
their Graphs
*Piece-wise
Functions
*Quadratic
Functions
*Composite
Functions
*Rational
Functions
*The Real Zeros
of a Polynomial
*Inverse Functions
*Logarithmic
Functions
*Properties of
Logarithmic
Functions
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Evaluation. The teaching model was evaluated by assessing its effectiveness and appeal.
Effectiveness. Effectiveness of the teaching model was evaluated by reporting class
averages on unit exams, the final exam, the DFW rate (the percentage of students withdrawing or
earning grades of a “D” or “F” in a course) and analyzing a sample of student responses on
specific unit exam questions. The DFW rates and class averages are reported in Table 36.
The DFW rate improved throughout the three semesters of teaching college algebra as it
was 52.5% in case 1, 42.5% in case 2, and 20% in case 3 (30% in case 3a and 10% in case 3b).
With the exception of exam two, class averages on exams improved throughout the three
semesters as well. In addition, the class average on final course grades improved, the class
average for final course grades in case 1 was 69.5%, 73.7% in case 2, and 79% in case 3 (case
3a – 78.1%, case 3b – 79.9% ).
Students in case 3a outperformed students in case 3b even though instructional approach
was the same for both sections. It may be important to note that most students in case 3a scored
10 or 11 on the QRA (mathematics placement test) and one student scored 13. Although most
students scored 10 and 11 in case 3b, five students scored above 13 on the QRA, two scored 14,
one scored 15, and two scored 16. Table 5 in Chapter 3 provided a summary of students
according to the their QRA score.
Data collected in cases two and three indicated that students have trouble using
mathematical models to solve application type problems. Many students answered exams
questions specific to mathematical models incorrectly in cases two and three and many students
struggled when adjusting concepts such as domain and range and local maximum to “real world”
type problems in the laboratory activity.
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Appeal. Appeal of the teaching model was evaluated by reporting student perceptions of
their learning and of the instruction of the course. Student perceptions were categorized
according to instruction, instructor, and student learning.
In all three cases, students felt that the teaching model enabled them to ask more
questions in class. In both cases one and three, students stressed that the components of the
course work together to foster student learning and in both cases two and three students felt that
the teaching model fostered a nurturing classroom culture.
In case 1, the instructor emerged as an integral part of the teaching model as students
indicated that the model could only be a good as the teacher using it. When one student was
asked if he would recommend the flipped classroom section of college algebra to a friend, he
replied that he would only if his teacher was teaching it. Important teacher characteristics
identified throughout all three cases were: passion for subject and students, enthusiasm,
organization, and competence.
Students rated their overall learning similarly on university course evaluations in all three
cases. Students rated their overall learning on a five point scale; 4.6 in case 1, 4.68 in case 2,
4.54 in case 3a, and 4.21 in case 3b.
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Table 35
Summary of Changes in Design and Implementation across Cases One, Two, and Three

Design

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Videos were to be assigned
as homework once or twice
weekly.

Video lectures were
assigned as homework four
– five times weekly.
Learning aids were
enabled in the online
homework system.
Soft deadlines were set for
online homework
assignments

Videos were to be
assigned as homework
once or twice weekly.
An online five question
quiz was assigned after
each video lecture.
A weekly agenda detailing
formats of face-to-face
class, homework
assignments and due dates,
and laboratory topics was
distributed to students
every Monday.

Study-guides introduced

“you try” examples
introduced in video
lectures

Added videos to library
containing practice
problems/solutions “you
try’s”

Implementation

Syllabus addition
introduced

Soft deadlines for online
homework were set

Firm deadlines for online
homework assignments
were set.
Introduced Warm-up
Activities in class to
practice “tougher”
problems
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Table 36
Summary of the Evaluation across Cases One, Two, and Three
Evaluation

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3
3a

Effectiveness
Class Averages:
DFW Rate

3b

52.5%

42.5%

30%

10%

Exam 1
Exam 2
Exam 3
Exam 4
Exam 5

77.5%
63.6%
67.0%
67.5%
70.8%

82.1%
60.3%
68.1%
72.3%
76.1%

84.3%
71.1%
69.0%
76.2%
80.1%

83.8%
79.1%
71.0%
74.9%
80.2%

Final Exam

58.5%

58.2%

63.5%

65.9%

Final Course Grade

69.5%

73.7%

78.1%

79.9%

*Components of teaching
model work together to foster
learning
* More time for student
questions

*More time for student
questions
*Students had trouble
completing video
assignments and online hw
assignments
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Chapter 5: Conclusions
In this chapter I adopt three main categories of conclusions suggested by Richey and
Klein (2007) for design and development research and for the purpose of addressing the full
range of conclusions offered by the developmental framework. The categories include:
recommended procedures for model use, conditions that promote successful model use and
lessons learned. In addition this chapter discusses limitations of the research and the significance
of the research for the teaching of college algebra. Finally, suggestions for further research are
described.
Recommended Procedures for Model Use
The use of the flipped classroom teaching strategy would benefit from being situated
within a formal teaching model to provide an explicit description of the full range of procedures
and conditions needed to successfully implement the model, teaching decisions, and results of
using the model. The flipped classroom approach was documented as an integrated teaching
model, acknowledging multiple teaching approaches, including in-class cooperative learning,
mentored laboratory activities, and online teaching videos (See Figure 12).
The integrative model was documented using the Joyce, Weil, and Calhoun (2009)
framework and includes the following components: (a) syntax or procedures for using the model,
(b) the social system describing student and teacher roles and relationships, (c) principles of
reaction from students and subsequent decisions from teachers, (d) the general support system
necessary to provide the conditions for efficient and effective model implementation, and (e) the
instructional (direct) and nurturant (indirect) effects of the model.
Syntax. The syntax or procedural flow of course activities is described below. The
procedural flow of this course is based on research conducted on three case studies and includes
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four phases. The phases are: (a) design unit, (b) instruction of the unit: online video lectures,
face-to-face lectures, question and answer-group work sessions, online homework, and
cooperative laboratory assignments, (c) unit exam assessment, and (d) the final exam assessment.
The following syntax description is based on the instruction of five units taught in a college
algebra class that meets for 50 minute class sessions, five days a week.

Figure 12. The flipped classroom teaching model.

Phase 1: Design unit. Phase one of the teaching model begins with an instructional
design process. The instructor must decide how to implement the integrated teaching strategies
and how he will assess student learning. It is important to identify resources and constraints
when deciding which sections of material will be taught with which teaching strategies. Does
the instructor have instructional videos or will he be developing his own videos? Has a course
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sequence already been established, is this a department coordinated course? Are there activities
or assignments that must be implemented? All of these questions will impact which strategies
will best serve the instructor and the students.
Phase 2: Integrated instruction of mathematics unit. The second phase of this teaching
model begins a cycle of instructional strategies which include: online video lectures, face-toface lectures, question and answer-group work sessions, online homework, and cooperative
laboratory assignments and (c) unit exam assessment, and (d) the final exam.
Video lectures. Students are assigned a video lecture to view outside of class. Each
video of 10 – 40 minutes in length includes a lecture explaining a new concept or skill. As
students watch the video, they fill in the study guide for that lecture. The study guide helps
students take notes by providing a structure that facilitates their organization of ideas. For
example, the study guide provides students with partial definitions and places for students to “fill
in the blank”, boxes for students to copy steps for solving problems, and spaces for students to
work problems autonomously.
The instructor can use this study guide as evidence that the students watched the video
prior to coming to class and may choose to collect the study-guide to check for completion
and/or walk around the room documenting student completion on a check sheet. In addition to
checking for completion of the study-guide, the instructor can administer a short quiz to check
for student understanding of the topic covered in the video lecture or assign a short online quiz
for students to complete after watching the video outside of class.
Face-to-face lectures. Students will use the study-guide during face-to-face lectures as
with the video lectures. The study guide helps students take notes by providing a structure that
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facilitates their organization of ideas and provides consistency with respect to notes taken during
video lectures.
Question and answer-group work. This session enables the student to guide the
instruction. Students are given the opportunity to ask questions regarding material covered in
previous videos, face-to-face classes, or on line homework assignments. This strategy gives
students the authority to direct instruction toward areas with which they are having trouble.
The instructor notes specific topics where students appeared to be having trouble so that
these areas can be incorporated into future group assignments and/or video lectures to further
check for understanding. In addition, in-class problem sets are assigned during regular face-toface class time. Students are placed in groups of two to four students. A problem set of five to
ten questions is given to the students to be worked on collaboratively. Students are asked to help
each other and refer to their notes before asking the instructor for help. All students must work
the problems on a separate sheet of paper; however, the instructor randomly selects the paper to
be turned in for the group.
Online homework assignments. Students individually complete assignments outside of
class. These assignments are online and contain 10-25 questions depending on the topic.
Question formats vary from open response to multiple choice and focus on procedural
knowledge such as solving equations. The online homework system used in this study offered
students various “learning aids”. If a student does not know how to solve a problem, he or she
may click on one of three buttons for additional help. The buttons include the following: “view
an example”, “help me solve this”, and “textbook”. “View an example” will show the student a
worked problem (step by step) similar to the question being asked of him. “Help me solve this”
will ask the student to complete individual, successive steps until the problem is solved correctly.
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If a student enters a step incorrectly, the computer will provide feedback and give the student
another opportunity to answer the question. If the student answers again incorrectly, the system
will tell the student the answer and give the student the opportunity to try a different but similar
problem. “Textbook” will take the student to the section of the textbook related to the specific
question being asked.
The instructor can set due dates for assignments as well as the number of attempts that
each student has to answer individual homework questions correctly. The rationale behind
setting the number of attempts on homework questions is to provide students with multiple
opportunities to work through problems, solicit help when necessary, and re-work problems after
receiving help.
Cooperative laboratory assignments. Laboratory assignments are implemented in the
computer laboratory once a week. In-class problem sets are implemented intermittently during
the regular face-to-face class meeting. For laboratory assignments, students work in groups of
two or three in a computer laboratory on interactive assignments, which incorporate technology
and student activities to emphasize writing and student collaboration. The instructor and two or
three "student mentors" (undergraduate and graduate mathematics students) walk around the
laboratory to support students and answer questions.
Phase 3: Unit exam. The third phase of the teaching model is the administration of the
unit exam. After the integrated instruction of the unit is complete a unit exam is administered to
assess students’ understanding of the unit. Depending on class size, unit exams can be
administered online or on paper. Ideally, students would complete the exam on paper where they
are required to show their work so that the instructor could best assess student understanding or
where students are having difficulty.
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Phase 4: Final Exam. After all units of material have been taught a cumulative final
exam is administered as a summative assessment. It is important that students show mastery of
all units and that they retained the material taught throughout the semester.
Social system. Typically, college algebra has been taught with the professor as the “sage
on the stage”, the transmitter of knowledge. Students passively receive that knowledge,
memorize it, and regurgitate it on an exam (King, 1993, p. 1). The flipped classroom teaching
model enables the instructor to assume a facilitator’s role, so that the students can take center
stage. The instructor is responsible for orienting students with each unit, creating video lectures,
maintaining the online homework system, supporting a cooperative learning environment, and
assessing student performance. Students are responsible for preparing for class by viewing video
lectures and completing online homework assignments. In class students must be prepared to
ask questions and collaborate with their peers on a variety of assignments.
Principles of reaction. The reactions of the instructor are a critical aspect of this
teaching model. As the instruction throughout the three cases discussed in this dissertation were
designed to promote student learning through activity and exploration, it is important that the
instructor guide students rather than simply tell them the answers to the questions that they ask.
During question and answer sessions, students must be prepared to ask questions
regarding homework problems or video lectures and during cooperative activities students must
be prepared to work with other students and to contribute to the work of their group in a
meaningful way.
Support system. The model goes beyond the traditional roles of teachers and students in
an effort to facilitate a change in the learning environment or to promote an active learning
environment. If the instructor chooses to create his own videos, he will invest a great deal of
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time organizing, developing, and producing videos for the online environment. For example, in
this study, it took me approximately two to three hours to produce 30 minutes of video. Thirty
minutes of video was produced for one lecture. A skill set including screen-casting, uploading,
and editing video is essential.
Many students are not used to this type of instructional approach. The instructor must
have patience with his students as they transition into an active learning environment. When
asking students to become active participants in the class, the instructor must consider each
student’s potential vulnerabilities. Asking questions and working collaboratively with others
may make some students uncomfortable. It is important to maintain a nurturing and supportive
learning environment.
Model effects. According to Joyce, Weil, and Calhoun (2009), the effects of any
learning environment can be instructional (direct) or nurturant (indirect).
Instructional effects. Effectiveness of the teaching model was evaluated by reporting
class averages on unit exams, the final exam, the DFW rate (the percentage of students
withdrawing or earning grades of a “D” or “F” in a course), and analyzing a sample of student
responses on specific unit exam questions. The DFW rates and class averages are reported in
Table 36.
As the teaching model evolved, fewer students earned D’s and F’s or withdrew from the
college algebra course. The DFW rate was 52.5% in case 1 and dropped to 30% in case 3a and
10% in case 3b. As the DFW rate is more than 45% nationally (Harver, 2007) and as the
university has been charged with improving DFW rates in college algebra, observing a decline in
DFW rates while using the teaching model was critical.
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Similarly, the class average on final course grades improved across the three cases. In
case 1 it was 69.5%, 73.7% in case 2, and 79% in case 3 (case 3a – 78.1%, case 3b – 79.9% ).
Since many majors require students to pass college algebra and others require trigonometry
and/or calculus in addition to college algebra, observing an improvement in final course grades is
encouraging.
Nurturant effects. Three nurturant effects surfaced from the flipped classroom teaching
approach. First, students appeared to exhibit better self-regulative skills. Self-regulated learners
take responsibility for what they know and have the strategy skills to learn what they do not
know (Zimmerman, 1990). Often students mentioned that the components of the course worked
together to foster their learning. Students took advantage of the resources available to them such
as; videos, online homework help, and study-guide notes to help them answer their own
questions and to complete assignments instead of getting frustrated and giving up.
Another effect was that students began to relate success to learning and not just good
grades. Students often said that they understood the material taught in this class better than they
did in high school even though they earned good grades in high school. Goal orientation
theorists advocate interventions that design classroom learning environments such that
achievement is defined as mastery oriented rather than performance oriented (Ames & Archer,
1988). The flipped classroom teaching approach provides the instructor the opportunity to focus
the learning environment on mastery oriented learning rather than performance oriented learning.
The last nurturant effect was that students felt more confident in their ability to do
mathematics. The majority of students indicated that their feelings regarding their ability to
learn mathematics had changed. Even those who admitted that they still did not like math said
that they feel more capable and no longer fear mathematics. Several students said that they
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believe they will be successful in future mathematics classes. This is an exciting effect as
Dunbar (2006) stated that fewer than nine percent of students will enroll in first semester
calculus after completing college algebra.
Conditions that Promote Successful Model Use
The instructor. Effective teachers of mathematics must have a strong commitment to
their students as learners of mathematics and their capability of using a variety of pedagogical
and assessment strategies (NCTM, 2000). An important aspect of any teaching strategy should
be to regularly and formally talk to students about their thoughts and feelings with respect to the
course. Students’ attitudes toward mathematics and toward themselves as learners is linked to
their achievement in mathematics courses (Thomas & Higbee, 1999).
When implementing online or blended instruction, instructors must understand how
students perceive the instruction and its impact on their learning. Students must perceive that
they are being taught and that their teacher cares about their learning. It is important that they do
not feel alone or that they have to teach themselves. Even though students were asked to view
video lectures prior to coming to class, students viewed the instructional videos as a resource.
The videos afforded them more class time to work problems and ask questions. In their minds,
the videos did not replace teacher’s teaching but served as a resource that enhanced their learning
and provided them opportunities to direct the instruction and to meet their specific needs. Use of
the teaching model was successful throughout this project because students consistently viewed
the instructor as competent, approachable, and enthusiastic. Students believed that the instructor
was capable of teaching them, cared about their learning, and would help them when asked to.
The learning environment. The classroom culture was identified as a defining feature
of this teaching model. Often students mentioned that the personal interaction with the teacher
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and other students positively impacted their learning. If learning occurs when the learner’s
expectations are not met (Piaget, 1977) or when he makes a mistake and is able to (a) recognize
that he made a mistake and (b) correct it on his own or by asking the “right” questions, then the
classroom environment must make him feel safe enough to engage the types of activities that
support this kind of leaning. Classroom norms must include: asking questions, working together
to solve problems, and both student/student interaction and student/teacher interaction.
Lessons Learned
College algebra students often lack the appropriate background knowledge necessary to
be successful in college algebra, have low self-efficacy, and lack motivation (Cardetti &
McKenna, 2011; Hall & Ponton, 2005; Thomas & Higbee, 1999; Walter & Hart, 2009). In
addition, the use of multiple instructional strategies can mediate these effects. Suggestions for
instructors include: promoting mastery learning and conceptual understanding (Ames & Archer,
1988), modeling the use of learning strategies (Zimmerman, 1990) and conveying the value and
utility of mathematics (Eccles et al., 1983). The flipped classroom teaching model can foster the
use of multiple instructional strategies; however, Toto and Nguyen (2009) suggested that simply
implementing video lectures outside the classroom is not enough to impact student learning.
Instructors must know and understand how students perceive the instruction of the course.
Throughout this study, students were given the opportunity to describe their thoughts and
feelings with respect to the instruction of the course. One of the most interesting findings was
that when asked if they like the video lectures, most students said yes, that they were clear and
explained the topic well; however, many indicated that they would prefer to be taught in person
and did not want to teach themselves. When asked if they liked that the videos afforded them
more time to work problems and ask questions in class, most students said yes and indicated that
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they would chose the format of their college algebra class over a traditional format. In other
words, students still felt that they were being taught, they did not necessarily view the video
lectures as instruction and they did not feel as though they had to teach themselves.
We now know that as the learning environment has extended to the students’ home,
students must feel nurtured and supported in both the home environment and the face-to-face
environment. In a traditional classroom, when homework is assigned, students often get
frustrated when they cannot complete an assignment and give up, or they associate homework
assignments with a cost. Cost refers to the negative aspects students associate with their
engagement in specific tasks. Often students avoid tasks because they have decided that their
effort will be better served somewhere else (Eccles et al., 1983). The flipped classroom teaching
model provides students additional support at home and the comfort of knowing that they will
have the opportunity to ask questions in class. Not only did students identify the “opportunity to
ask questions” in class as an integral part of the course but they indicated that they were able to
ask “better” or more informed question. In fact, students often asked to work “harder” problems
at home as well as in class. I believe that the flipped classroom teaching model empowered
students as the majority of students in case 3 stated that after completing the class they had more
confidence in their ability to engage in mathematics.
Significance of the Research for the Teaching of College Algebra
This research has implications for instructors of college algebra as well as coordinators of
college algebra. College algebra is known both nationally and locally for high failure and
withdrawal rates. The flipped classroom teaching model enables teachers to promote active
learning in the classroom and to cultivate confidence in students who typically lack it. Even
though students mentioned that any teaching strategy can only be as good as the teacher using it,
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this teaching model helps good teachers improve their teaching and the learning environment and
offers all teachers an opportunity to change the way they teach.
The use of multiple instructional strategies is advocated in numerous studies because it
can mediate the effects of math anxiety and low self-efficacy and boost a student’s motivation to
learn. The literature has provided examples of how educators should promote mastery learning
and conceptual understanding (Ames & Archer, 1988), model the use of learning strategies
(Zimmerman, 1990) and convey the value and utility of mathematics (Eccles et al., 1983). The
flipped classroom teaching model integrates multiple teaching strategies to reach a variety of
student learners and to enhance the learning environment.
Research Limitations
Specific limitations of the methodology and method are discussed in Chapter 3.
However, limitations regarding data management, data analysis, and the validity of the analysis
are discussed below.
Data management. The design, implementation, and evaluation of the teaching model
were documented with the collection and analysis of twelve data sources. However, data
collection began before the conceptual framework for the project was established, so some data
sources were not consistent across all three cases. For example, student work such as laboratory
activities, was not copied before being returned to students in cases one and two and therefore,
was not available for analysis. A more systematic and thorough data collection process was
established by case 3.
In addition, the anonymous surveys administered in cases one and two had a low
response rate. In an effort to resolve this issue, additional surveys were administered in class in
case 3.
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Data analysis. The with-in case data analysis provided a description of the design,
implementation, and evaluation for each course delivery. The primary use of case studies as a
research method is “to describe an intervention and the real–life context in which it occurred
(Yin, 2008, p. 20). Data analysis consisted of data reduction or “the process of selecting,
focusing, simplifying, abstracting, and transforming the data” and display of the reduced data so
that conclusions can be drawn” (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 10). The cross-case analysis
summarized the similarities and changes that occurred across all the three cases. “Looking
across cases deepens our understanding and can increase generalizability. But cross-case
analysis is tricky. Simply summarizing superficially across some themes or main variables by
itself tells us little (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 205). Extreme care was taken to look at the
uniqueness of each case as well as to make comparisons across cases and throughout the design
and development cycle.
Validity. Researcher bias was a limitation due to the large amount of data that was
collected and analyzed. It is possible that the researcher missed important information or
emphasized some findings over others. Personal involvement as the instructor of the course also
increased the possibility that observations in the teacher journal highlighted particular incidents
while ignoring others. Another potential limitation was not checking interview and survey data
analysis summaries with students.
In an effort to address these limitations and to increase validity, qualitative data analysis
was checked with mathematics department faculty even though it was not checked by student
participants. In addition multiple data sources were used for triangulation purposes or to achieve
agreement between multiple data sources. For example; student feedback regarding the
instruction, instructor, and student learning was solicited in-class, in conferences, in interviews,
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and anonymously, online outside of class. In addition, data sources were both student-generated
such as; interviews, surveys, and self-assessments and instructor-generated such as teacher
journal and syllabus addition. Considerable time and effort was spent carefully analyzing
qualitative data.
Suggestions for Further Research
Since so much time was devoted to video development throughout the three cases, more
time should be spent creating activities for face-to-face sessions. In this study, problem sets
given to students during in-class group work sessions focused mainly on procedure type
exercises; however, activities more conducive to collaborative problem solving could be
developed, tested, and implemented using this model. In addition, subsequent inquiry could
involve the act of grouping students. Students typically grouped themselves when working
together in class. In future studies, the instructor could purposefully placed students into
collaborative groups when working in-class.
The researcher often made mention of the existing constraints place on the development
of the model as the course coordinator wanted to maintain the basic structure of the department
coordinated course. The online homework system was the biggest constraint as the online
assignments had to be completed outside of class. Since a true flipped classroom would flip-flop
instruction and homework, the model had to be modified to allow students to view lecture videos
and complete online assignment outside of class. This constraint turned out to be positive,
because students liked the practice and feedback that they were able to acquire by using the
online homework system.
In future iterations of the course, I suggest streamlining the assignments. In the current
set up, an assignment is assigned for each section of material taught; however, some assignments
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have five questions and other sections have thirty-five questions. If each assignment had the
same number of questions, perhaps ten-fifteen, the assignments could be paired with a video
lecture. The student could watch the video and complete the online homework set outside of
class and then come to class prepared with questions and ready to engage in an activity.
This dissertation is a Type 2 design and development research study, because it has
documented the design and development of a teaching model across several iterations of a
college algebra course (Richey & Klein, 2007). The product of this research is an explicit
teaching model that can be applied in other mathematics courses and with other instructors. The
use of the flipped classroom teaching model should be studied in other mathematics course and
with other mathematics instructors.
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Appendix A
List of Majors that Require College Algebra, Trigonometry, or Calculus
Major
Agronomy
Animal and Vet Science
Athletic Training
Basic Sciences
Biochemistry
Biology
Biometrics Systems
Chemistry
Computer Science
Engineering (all types)
Environmental Protection
Exercise Physiology
Forensic Identification
Forest Resource Management
Horticulture
Human Nutrition
Medical Technology
Physics
Pre-Pharmacy
Secondary Ed (Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics)
Wildlife and Fisheries
Agribusiness Management and Rural Development
Agriculture and Extension Education
Criminal Investigative Science
Dental Hygiene
Elementary Education
Environmental and Natural Resources Economics
Environmental Geoscience
Geography
Geology
Industrial Mathematics and Statistics
Landscape Architecture
Mathematics
Nursing
Pre-business and economics
Pre-occupational Therapy
Psychology
Recreation, Parks, and Tourism
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Statistics
Textiles, Apparel, and Merchandising
Wood Science and Technology

College Algebra
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Trigonometry
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Calculus
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x
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Appendix B
Survey A-Mid-semester
(Cases one and two)

College Algebra Survey
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey. This survey is intended to help determine
if a "Flipped Classroom" course design helps students succeed in college algebra. Your
participation in this survey will assist West Virginia University make informed decisions on how
we can improve the mathematics courses that you take. Participation in this survey is voluntary.
This survey is anonymous and results will be kept completely confidential. Your responses will
in no way affect your grades for a course, or your employment. You must be 18 years of age or
older to participate.
Results from this study may be published in an educational journal or presented at an
educational conference. In no way will you or any individual be identifiable in the presentation or
publication. You may choose not to do the survey and may discontinue the survey at any time. If
you volunteer to participate, you need not respond to every item on the survey.
Thank you in advance for your help.
Lori Ogden
ogden@math.wvu.edu
WVU Department of Mathematics
411 A Armstrong Hall
Morgantown, WV 26506
and
Dr. Laura Pyzdrowski
lpyzdrow@math.wvu.edu
WVU Department of Mathematics
411 C Armstrong Hall
Morgantown, WV 26506
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1. Take a moment to reflect on your learning over that last unit by indicating your level of
agreement with each statement.
Strongly
Strongly
Disagree neutral Agree
Disagree
Agree
The lecture videos that I watched outside of class helped me learn the material
covered on the last test.
The face-to-face time (working problems in class) helped me learn the material
covered on the last test.
The computer labs helped me learn the material covered on the last test.

The mylabsplus quizzes helped me learn the material covered on the last test.
Please write a couple of sentences explaining how you feel about watching the lectures online at home
and working on problems during face to face class time.

2. Please rank order the following components of the course from 1 (for Most Helpful) to 4 (for
Least Helpful) with respect to your learning.
Face-to-face class time
Video Lectures
Mylabsplus HW
Quizzes
Laboratory Activities

3. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements.
Strongly
Disagree Neutral
Disagree
I am satisfied with the design of the online lecture videos.

I am satisfied with the look of the online lecture videos (visual clarity).

Agree

Strongly
Agree
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Strongly
Disagree Neutral
Disagree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

I am satisfied with the content of the online lecture videos.
What suggestions do you have that might make the videos more helpful? (please write a couple of
sentences to expain your suggestions)

4. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements.
Strongly
Strongly
Disagree Neutral Agree
Disagree
Agree
I am satisfied with the use of face-to-face class time.
I am satisfied with the help that I received from the instructor during face to face
class time.
I am satisfied with the assignments given during face-to-face class time, that is the
problems that we work in class help me learn the material.
What suggestions do you have that might make the face-to-face class time more helpful? (please write a
couple of sentences to expain your suggestions)

5. Did you feel prepared for the last test?
yes
no
What would have helped you be better prepared for the last test? Please write a couple of sentences to explain.
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Appendix C
Survey A-End-of-semester
(Cases one and two)
College Algebra Survey
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey. This survey is intended to help determine
if a "Flipped Classroom" course design helps students succeed in college algebra. Your
participation in this survey will assist West Virginia University make informed decisions on how
we can improve the mathematics courses that you take. Participation in this survey is voluntary.
This survey is anonymous and results will be kept completely confidential. Your responses will
in no way affect your grades for a course, or your employment. You must be 18 years of age or
older to participate.
Results from this study may be published in an educational journal or presented at an
educational conference. In no way will you or any individual be identifiable in the presentation or
publication. You may choose not to do the survey and may discontinue the survey at any time. If
you volunteer to participate, you need not respond to every item on the survey.
Thank you in advance for your help.
Lori Ogden
ogden@math.wvu.edu
WVU Department of Mathematics
411 A Armstrong Hall
Morgantown, WV 26506
and
Dr. Laura Pyzdrowski
lpyzdrow@math.wvu.edu
WVU Department of Mathematics
411 C Armstrong Hall
Morgantown, WV 26506
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1. Take a moment to reflect on your learning over that last semester by
indicating your level of agreement with each statement.
Strongly
Strongly
Disagree neutral Agree
Disagree
Agree
The lecture videos that I watched outside of class helped me learn the
material covered on the last test.
The face-to-face time (working problems in class) helped me learn the
material covered on the last test.
The computer labs helped me learn the material covered on the last test.
The mylabsplus quizzes helped me learn the material covered on the last
test.

Please write a couple of sentences explaining how you feel about watching the lectures
online at home and working on problems during face to face class time.

2. Please rank order the following components of the course from 1 (for
Most Helpful) to 4 (for Least Helpful) with respect to your learning.
Face-to-face class time
Video Lectures
Mylabsplus HW
Quizzes
Laboratory Activities
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3. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements.
Strongly
Strongly
Disagree Neutral Agree
Disagree
Agree
I am satisfied with the design of the online lecture videos.
I am satisfied with the look of the online lecture videos (visual
clarity).
I am satisfied with the content of the online lecture videos.
What suggestions do you have that might make the videos more helpful? (please write
a couple of sentences to explain your suggestions)

4. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements.
Strongly
Strongly
Disagree Neutral Agree
Disagree
Agree
I am satisfied with the use of face-to-face class time.
I am satisfied with the help that I received from the instructor
during face to face class time.
I am satisfied with the assignments given during face-to-face class
time, that is the problems that we work in class help me learn the
material.
What suggestions do you have that might make the face-to-face class time more
helpful? (please write a couple of sentences to expain your suggestions)
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5. If a friend asked you for advice on which college algebra section to
take, would you suggest he/she take the "Flipped Classroom Design" (
the set up that you just completed) or a traditional section (face to face
lectures with take home textbook assignments?
Flipped Classroom Design
Traditional Design
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Appendix D
Survey B: Mid-semester/end-semester
(Case 3)
College Algebra Survey
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey. This survey is intended to help
determine if a "Flipped Classroom" course design helps students succeed in college
algebra. Your participation in this survey will assist West Virginia University make
informed decisions on how we can improve the mathematics courses that you take.
Participation in this survey is voluntary. This survey is anonymous and results will be
kept completely confidential. Your responses will in no way affect your grades for a
course, or your employment. You must be 18 years of age or older to participate.
Results from this study may be published in an educational journal or presented at an
educational conference. In no way will you or any individual be identifiable in the
presentation or publication. You may choose not to do the survey and may discontinue
the survey at any time. If you volunteer to participate, you need not respond to every
item on the survey.
Thank you in advance for your help.
Lori Ogden
ogden@math.wvu.edu
WVU Department of Mathematics
411 A Armstrong Hall
Morgantown, WV 26506
and
Dr. Laura Pyzdrowski
lpyzdrow@math.wvu.edu
WVU Department of Mathematics
411 C Armstrong Hall
Morgantown, WV 26506
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1. Do you watch the video lectures?
Yes, I watch all assigned videos.
Yes, I watch most of the assigned videos.
Sometimes, I watch only the videos that discuss the topics that I don't understand.
No, I do not watch the videos.
If you do not watch all of the assigned videos, please write a couple of sentences explaining
why.

2. Take a moment to reflect on your learning over the last several weeks.
Indicate your level of agreement with each statement.
Strongly Disagree neutral Agree Strongly
Disagree
Agree
The lecture videos that I watched outside of
class helped me learn the material covered
on the last test.
The lecture-guide provided helped me learn
the material covered on the last test.
The face-to-face time helped me learn the
material covered on the last test.
The computer labs helped me learn the
material covered on the last test.
The mylabsplus quizzes helped me learn the
material covered on the last test.
The in class groupwork helped me learn the
material covered on the last test.
Please write a couple of sentences explaining how you feel about watching the lectures
online at home and working on problems during face to face class time.

3. Please rank order the following components of the course from 1 (for
Most Helpful) to 4 (for Least Helpful) with respect to your learning.
Face-to-face lecture
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Mylabsplus HW
Quizzes
Video lectures
Laboratory assignments
4. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements.
Strongly
Strongly
Disagree Neutral Agree
Disagree
Agree
I am satisfied with the design of the online lecture videos.
I am satisfied with the look of the online lecture videos (visual
clarity).
I am satisfied with the content of the online lecture videos.

What suggestions do you have that might make the videos more helpful? (please write
a couple of sentences to explain your suggestions)

5. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements.

Strongly
Disagree
I am satisfied with the use of face-to-face class time.
I am satisfied with the help that I received from the
instructor during face to face class time.

Disagree

Neutral Agree

Strongly
Agree
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Disagree
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Disagree

Neutral Agree

I am satisfied with the assignments given during faceto-face class time, that is the problems that we work in
class help me learn the material.

What suggestions do you have that might make the face-to-face class time more
helpful? (please write a couple of sentences to explain your suggestions)

6. Do you like working in groups with other students in class?
yes
no
Why or why not? Please write a couple of sentences.

7. Do you like working cooperatively with other students in the lab?
yes
no
Why or why not? Please write a couple of sentences.

8. Have you felt prepared for the exams in this class?
yes
no
Please write a couple of sentences to explain.

Strongly
Agree
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Appendix E
eCampus Quiz Sample
Video Quiz R.4
1. Refer to your notes from the video on dividing polynomials. What was the remainder from the last
example worked in the video?
a. -3
b. -9
c. 3
d. 6
e. none of these
Answer: _____
2. Find the quotient and remainder:4x3 - 4x2 + x + 1 divided by x + 2. Enter ONLY the remainder in the
space provided.
Answer:
3. How would you rate your understanding of the topic covered in the video lecture on a scale from 1 to
5 where 1 would indicate little to no understanding and 5 would indicate total understanding. Enter the
number that corresponds to your level of understanding below.
Answer:
4. Would you recommend this video lecture to a friend who was struggling with this topic? Why or why
not?
Answer:
5. Name one thing that would have made this video lecture more helpful to you?
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Appendix F
Conference Questionnaire
Temperature Check

Name___________________

Date and Time of Conference:

1. How do you think you are doing in this course?

2. Before this class began in August, were you looking forward to taking college algebra? Why or why
not?

3. Now that you have completed half of the course, has that feeling changed?

4. Which component of the course do you find most helpful (mylabsplus, videos, labs, group work,
inclass lecture/question), why?

5. Do you like the Flipped Classroom Teaching approach? Why or Why not?

5. What would make the class better for you?
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Appendix G
Interview Questions
Interview Questions-Students
1. Tell me about your college algebra class.
2. How did you feel about watching the lectures at home and working problems in class?
3. Would you prefer a more traditional class set up, in other words, live lecture in class and
text book type homework exercises at home? Why or why not?
4. Tell me about the videos. Were the videos easy to follow? Were they informative? Did
they help you learn the material? Were they the appropriate length?
5. Did the study guide help you take notes while watching the videos?
6. Would the videos be effective without the study guide? Why or why not?
7. What would make the videos better?
8. Was the use of class time worthwhile?
9. What would you change about the face to face class time?
10. Did you feel prepared for tests and quizzes? Why or why not?
11. Tell me about the Labs? How did they impact your understanding of the material in this
class?
12. Were you successful in this class? Why or why not?
13. What helped or hindered your success in this class? For example…The instructor? A
tutor? Labs? Study Guide? Outside circumstances? Why?
14. If a friend asked you to suggest a college algebra section, would you suggest a “Flipped
Classroom” design or a traditional face to face lecture with take home, text book
assignments? Why?
15. Is there anything else that you would like to tell me about your experience in college
algebra?
16. Did this class change the way you feel about mathematics? If yes, what fostered this
change? If no, what would change the way you feel?
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Appendix H
Self-Evaluation

Self-Evaluation

Name___________________

1. What grade do you anticipate earning in this course?

2. Now that you have completed the course, have your feelings regarding mathematics or your
ability to “do” mathematics changed? If yes, how so?

3. Which component of the course do you find most helpful (mylabsplus, videos, labs, group work,
inclass lecture/question), why?

4. Do you like the Flipped Classroom Teaching approach? Why or Why not?

5. If a friend asked you which to take, a traditional college algebra course or a flipped classroom
college algebra course, which would you recommend. Why?

6.

Summarize what you have learned in this class.
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